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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1  Introduction 

This chapter presents the results derived from the data collected for this study. Findings 

of each proficiency group will be displayed in Tables. Arab and Iranian participants 

with different proficiency levels and their use of CSs and simple frequency percentages 

of CSs used will be presented. 

4.2  Findings 

The two research questions in this study are:-  

1. What are the communication strategies used by: 

 high proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers while communicating in English with 

each other? 

 

 low proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers while communicating in English with 

each other?  

 

 high proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers while communicating in English with 

low proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers? 

 

 low proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers while communicating in English with 

high proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers? 

 

2. Which communication strategies are most often used by:- 

 high proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers while communicating in English with 

high proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers? 

 

 low proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers while communicating in English with low 

proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers? 

 

 high proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers while communicating in English with 

low proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers? 

 

 low proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers while communicating in English with 

high proficiency Arab/Iranian speakers?  

 

3. Are there significant differences in the use of communication strategies between 

participants of low and high proficiency levels of English? 

4. What is the correlation between the use of communication strategies and low and    

     high proficiency levels in English? 
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In this chapter the answers to the research questions will be presented. 

4.2.1 Type and Number of Communication Strategies 

Consistent with the first research question regarding the type of CSs used by 

participants in the three proficiency groups i.e. high-high, low-low and high-low, the 

results show that all the participants in this study used 20 types of CSs out of the 26 (see 

3.5.2, Table 3.4) different types of strategies. The 20 types of CSs used by the 

participants of the current study are shown in Table 4.1 below: 

Table 4.1  The 20 Types of Communication Strategies Participants Used 

DIRECT STRATEGIES INTERACTIONAL STRATEGIES 

A. Resource deficit-related strategies 

 Message abandonment 

 Message reduction (topic avoidance) 

 Circumlocution 

 Approximation 

 Use of all-purpose words 

 Word coinage 

 Literal translation (transfer) 

 Code switching (language switch) 

 Use of similar sounding words 

 Omission 

B. Own performance problem-related 

strategies 

 Self-repair 

 Self-rephrasing 

A. Resource deficit-related strategies 

 Direct appeal for help 

 Indirect appeal for help 

B. Own-performance problem-related        

strategies 

 Comprehension check 

 Own-accuracy check 

C. Other-performance problem-related 

strategies 

 Asking for repetition 

 Asking for clarification 

 Asking for confirmation 

 Response  

 

Table 4.2 shows the total number of CSs used as well as the number and percentage of 

„direct strategies‟ and „interactional strategies‟ participants used in order to avoid a

breakdown in conversation. 
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Table 4.2  Types of Communication Strategies Used 

Direct strategies 
Interactional 

strategies 
Total 

2207 284 2491 

88.60% 11.40% 100% 

Figure 4.1 shows the frequency of CSs participants of the three proficiency groups used. 

They used direct strategies (88.60%) more frequently than interactional strategies 

(11.40%). 

 

Figure 4.1 Frequency of Communication Strategies Used 

4.3  Discussion 

In this section the results of CSs used by each proficiency group will be discussed 

separately and in the overview (see 4.3), the overall results of the three groups and their 

relationships will be presented. This discussion will be based on the CSs in the 

taxonomy presented for the data analysis of this study (see Table 3.4). 

4.3.1 High Proficiency Group 

According to the taxonomy of Dornyei and Scott (1997) employed for this study, CSs 

are divided into Direct Strategies and Interactional Strategies. The CSs participants in 

88.60%

11.40%

Direct Strategies

Interactional Strategies
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the high-high group employed are shown in Appendix A. Direct strategies were used 

more frequently (details of frequency use are shown in Figure 4.7) than interactional 

strategies by the participants of the high-high group.  

4.3.1.1 Direct Strategies 

As explained earlier in 2.5 direct strategies are those CSs which offer alternative and 

independent ways to be able to get meaning across. According to the taxonomy of 

Dornyei and Scott (1997) direct strategies are divided into three sub-categories i.e. 

resource deficit-related, own performance problem-related and other performance 

problem-related strategies (see Table 2.3). Every sub-category includes both L1-and L2-

based CSs. In this section the direct strategies employed by the participants of high-high 

group of the current study will be presented.  

A. Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

As mentioned in 4.2.1.1 direct strategies include three sub-strategies. In this section, 

resource deficit-related strategies and its sub-categories, i.e. L1- based and L2-based 

resource deficit-related strategies will be presented. 

I. L2-based Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

Based on Dornyei and Scott (1997) resource deficit-related strategies include both L1-

and L2-based strategies. Table 4.3 presents L2-based resource deficit-related strategies 

employed by the participants of the high-high group. The results shown in this table 

indicate that message reduction and circumlocution were the most frequently used CSs. 

Message reduction was used 66 times (12.70%) and circumlocution 31 times (5.98%) 

out of the total number (523 times) of CSs used in the high-high group. The use of the 

CSs in this category, with examples from the transcripts will be provided. 
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Table 4.3  High-High Group - Direct Strategies: L2-based Resource Deficit-related 

Communicatio

n Strategies 

Iranian 
Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Tota

l 

% Total % 
MO E F AO 

Message 

reduction 
14 12 26 5 23 17 40 7.70 66 12.70 

Circumlocution 6 11 17 3.27 6 8 14 2.70 31 5.98 

Approximation 4 6 10 1.92 10 2 12 2.62 22 4.54 

Use of all 

purpose words 
6 8 14 2.70 7 5 12 2.30 26 5 

Word coinage 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.19 1 0.19 

Use of similar 

sounding words 
0 1 1 0.19 3 1 4 0.77 5 0.96 

Omission 8 10 18 3.46 5 3 8 1.54 26 5 

 

a. Message reduction 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997) message reduction means reducing the message 

by avoiding certain language structures or topics considered problematic or by leaving 

out some intended elements due to problems in linguistic resources. Message reduction 

includes 12.70% of the total CSs used by participants in the high-high group that is 66 

out of 523 CSs (see Appendix A). Examples 1 and 2 include message reduction 

instances, where E, an Iranian participant tried to keep the flow of the conversation 

moving by avoiding the problematic area and communicating the intended message in 

anotherway.InExample1,E,theIranianparticipantsaid“peoplecometoMalaysia”in 

line1, thenheleft themessageunfinishedandcontinuedwith“Ihadsomeotheridea

aboutMalaysia”. 

 

Example 1: 

 

40 E: 1 Well, actually I have um::: let me say something, people come  

2 toMalaysia…,Ihad some other idea about Malaysia, really. I 

3 thoughtthatthey‟reverysimple a:nd so::: uh:: credulous, but 

4 after coming to Malaysia, was wrong, really. They are so  

5 smart in most cases believe me an:d uh: I have a problem  

6 really in in in still now after maybe seven months of staying  

7 here, whenever I am going to ask for address, I have problems 

8 really and I can‟ttrustthematall.Becausethey gave me the  

9 wrong address. 
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In Example 2, E started the sentence with “I hope” in line 2 then he reduced the

intended message by using a filler and after that restructured the utterance and 

continuedwith“let‟scrossourfingerandhopeforthebest”. 

In Example 3, F an Arab participant used message reduction in line 1, when he started 

theutterancebysaying“Egyptianstheywouldsaywe‟dnev…”,butdid not complete 

the sentence and soon started with a new sentence. Although F was a high proficiency 

speaker, he used message reduction frequently. 

 

b. Circumlocution 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997) circumlocution is exemplifying, illustrating or 

describing the properties of the target object or action. Circumlocution was employed 

31 times (5.98%) by participants in the high-high group. They used circumlocution to 

clarify those parts of speech that they believed might not be understood properly by the 

listeners. This strategy was used most frequently by E, an Iranian participant. For 

instance, in example 4, E paraphrased the word reduplication in line 2 and exemplified 

it in line 3 so as to transfer his intended meaning to the interlocutors. In Example 5, F an 

Arab,didnotknowthemeaningoftheword“clergy”,thereforeasshowninline707,E

paraphrased the word and used body language to convey the message. 

Example 2: 

51 E: 1 Everything is getting more and more expensive, daily and  

2 daily, really. So::: uh::: these are my experience so far.  

3 Ihopeuh:::let‟scrossourfinger and hope for the best. 

Example 3: 

 

54 F: 1 Back in, in Arab countries,Egyptianstheywouldsaywe‟d 

2 nev… they ask them any direction, he knows it. Even he  

3 doesn‟tknowwhatis it, he pretend that he knows. 
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In Example 6, AO an Arab, used literaltranslationinline3,wherehesaid“theEnglish

falldown”whichhebelievedmightnotbecleartotheotherparticipantsandinorderto

ensure that his interlocutors understood his conveyed message, he used circumlocution 

strategy in line 3 when he explained that he was referring to “the level of English”.

Lateronhe extendedhis explanationby saying “and they started to car.., Imeanput

curricularwords”.InExample7,AOusedcircumlocutioninline1whenhesaid“these

peoplewhosell”instead of the word sales person this can be due to lack of vocabulary. 

 

InExample 8,MO an Iranian,was unable to recall theword “guidance school” as a

level in school education therefore he explains the level and the order which must be 

Example 6: 

181 AO: 1 Because, I heard that English used to be very strong here, and  

2 they used to use English daily and it was like standard English 

3 there, but in the couple, in the last ten years the English fall  

4 down, the level of English, and they started to car.., I mean put 

5 curricular words. Is it for me? Thank you. 

Example 7: 

442 AO: 1 They have, these people who sell, they are very good, they  

2 attract you to buy something, they will, uh: you come to see  

3 only, but you find yourself with a bag, carrying, you already  

4 bought something. 

 

Example 4: 

115 E:  1 And in another point is this. Uh:: they use, too much  

2 reduplication in their language. They are using the same words  

  3 two times maybe several times for example, bunga bunga and  

  4 even they use, and use see, and they use, you know nasalaized,  

  5 nasalization a lot. Um: as I said bunga bunga, sorry? Bunga  

  6 bunga, bunga bunga. Oh it is different then, anyway. 

 

Example 5: 

707 E: They have to ribbon the head, they have ribbon. 

708 F: Yeah,yes,anyways,what‟stheycallit? 

709 E: umm clergy in English. 

710 F: Clergy, [a new word for me.] 
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followed to arrive at this level of education as seen in lines 3 and 4. Then he gave a 

synonymbysaying“juniorhighschool”inline4andkepttheflowoftheconversation

until he remembered the word that he needed to produce. In Example 9, F used the word 

“caption” in line 765 which probably though would not be understood by the other

interlocutors, therefore he paraphrased the word “caption” to be able to convey his

intendedmessage. In line 766MOprovidedhimwith the synonym“subtitle” for the 

word“caption”accordingtotheparaphraseFhasprovided. 

 

c. Approximation 

Approximation is an L2-based resource-deficit problem-related strategy, and is used by 

L2 speakers when they have a difficulty in the target language. According to the 

definition of Dornyei and Scott (1997) approximation is using a single alternative 

lexical item or a related term, which shares semantic features with the target word or 

structure. As shown in Table 4.3, 4.54% of the CSs used by the high-high participants 

were approximation. For Arab participants 2.62% and for the Iranian participants 1.92% 

of the CSs used are categorized under approximation. The examples 10-12 show the 

instances where approximation was used by the participants in this group. In Example 

10,MOuses“air”insteadof“weather”inline4.Example11showsthatFsays“snow”

Example 8: 

656 MO: 1 Well, English. They sta, they start learning English when they  

2 are, if you want to compare, grade six, I mean this, that like  

3 after they pass the first primary school period, then they start  

4 the secondary. I mean umm as {name given}said middle one  

5 which is some, some people call it junior high such, [junior  

6 high school] or guidance| 

Example 9: 

765 F: 1 Yeah, I remember even a caption, you know a caption when  

2 you are translating the movie for you and it has bad words? 

766 MO: 1 Subtitle. 
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for “cold” in line 1 and finally in Example 12, E uses the word “brand” instead of

saying“type”or“kind”inline2. 

 

d. Use of all purpose words  

BasedonDornyeiandScott‟s(1997,p.188)definitionofuseofallpurposewords,itis

the extension of a general, empty lexical item to contexts where specific words are 

lacking such as the use of “thing, stuff, make, do, thingie, what-do-you-call-it”.

According to the results presented in Table 4.3, this CS was employed equally by both 

Arab and Iranian subjects of high-high group in 5% of instances. The two following 

examples show how MO and E used this CS.  

In Example 13, MO tried touseaword,probably“believe”,inline4,buttofillthegap

due to not being able to remember theword, he used “What-do-you-call-it” (line 4).

Similarly in Example 14, E tried to say a word but he was unable to recall it, therefore 

heused“this”in two consequent lines (lines 135 & 137). The fact is that speakers use 

all purpose words CS when they have difficulty in vocabulary. 

Example 10: 

252 MO: 1 Yeah,fine.So,many,uh::,soI‟mOKwith this type of , but  

2 wedon‟thave such humidity like all over the year like one or 

3 two months of the year in summer. In June, July and August,  

4 we got this, get this kind of air, with this this much humidity  

5 in my area.So,I‟vebeenlivinginUAE for a couple of years, 

6 so,I‟m,I‟mOKwiththisweather. 

Example 11: 

259 F: 1 I live, I lived in snow weather for almost te::h: four years and  

2 a half in Minnesota, where I graduated my Master from there. 

Example 12: 

360 E: 1 And then really, it is so enjoyable, for example we like to have 

بزیبز atypeofbreadinIran”onebrand [is“ بزبزی  2  . 
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e. Word coinage 

Wordcoinageis“creatinganon-existing L2 word by applying a supposed L2 rule to an 

existingL2word”asdefinedbyDornyeiandScott(1997,p.189).Table4.3showsthat

word coinage was used only once by an Arab participant. The following is the only 

example of using word coinage in the high-high group, where F created the new word 

“airporting”(line4)bycombiningthenoun“airport”andtheending“-ing”toreferto

the assistance or service provided in the airport. 

 

f. Use of similar sounding words 

According to the definition of Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 188), use of similar sounding 

wordsis“compensatingforalexicalitemwhoseformthespeakerisunsureof,witha

word (either existing or non-existing)whichsoundsmoreor lesslikethetarget item”.

Example 15: 

 

29 F: 1 Thereisnoruleandregulation.Theydon‟tbelieve in this nice  

2 highway, nice train, underground. Their airport actually get  

3 the best airport two-thousand eight and two-thousand seven  

4 and two-thousand six of the best airporting service. But the  

5 problem is you know, uh::: people, I mean the local people,  

6 theydon‟tbelieveintheirImean,uh::: 

Example 13: 

14 MO: 1 I have to think about how Malaysian toward, well, I mean if  

2 they compare Malaysians, I mean if you compare Chinese,  

3 Indians and Malay,well,numberoneisthatIcan‟tseriously, 

4 uh:::: (2.0) what-do-you-call-it (.) say believe, what uh:::: first 

5 of what I have thought, uh::::, it takes (.) like some time for  

6 me,Ican‟ttrustthem,fora time, I mean, for the first time, for 

7 the first, the first place, unless I get accustomed to them.  

8 Unless, I get, unless, unless, uh::: I make friends with them. I 

9 have problems with taxi drivers. Have you, have you uh:: | 

 

Example 14: 

135 E: Even he has problems in this| 

136 MO: Yeah. 

137 E: I mean this| 
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This CS was hardly used by the participants in the high-high group compared to the 

participants in the low-low group (see Table 4.6 and 4.9). Participants in the high-high 

group employed use of similar sounding words only 5 times out of 523 (0.96%) while 

the low-low group used it 33 times 1160 (2.84%). Examples of using similar sounding 

words will be given in the low-low group where the participants used it more frequently 

(see Examples 60 & 61). 

g. Omission 

According toDornyei andScott (1997,P.189)omissionmeans “Leaving a gapwhen

not knowing awordandcarryingonasifithadbeensaid”.ResultsshowninTable4.3

demonstrate that the use of omission by Iranian participants was slightly higher than 

Arab subjects. Iranian participants used omission 18 times (3.46%) compared to Arab 

participants who used it only 8 times (1.54%). Speakers usually use omission in order to 

maintain the flow of the conversation and prevent interruption in conveying a message 

(as a result of insufficient, appropriate vocabulary knowledge). The following examples 

show the situations where subjects in this study resorted to omission as a CS. 

InExample16,MOemployedomissioninline1wherehesaid“theirlanguageisuh::”

probably because he was unable to recall the name of the language and in order to keep 

the flow of the conversation without being interrupted. 

 

In Example 17, E used omission in line 2 where he said “when I was in uh::” and

omitted the word which probably was a name of a place, city or country. He employed 

omission perhaps because he was unable to recall the intended word and in order to 

continue the conversation without interruption. In Example 18, line 1, AO failed to 

Example 16:  

88 MO: 1 Their lan, their language is uh:: they believe that the they  

2 have, there is a variety of English called,  Malaysian English. 
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recallawordduetolimitedvocabulary,wherehesaid“Yes,soI‟mtryingto…”andleft

a gap and thereforeemployed„omission‟inordertopreventbeinginterrupted. 

 

II. L1-based Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

This section presents the L1-based resource deficit-related direct strategies used by 

participants in the high-high group. Literal translation and code switching are the two 

CSs discussed (see Table 4.4).  

Table 4.4  High-High Group - Direct Strategies: L1-based Resource Deficit-related 

Communication 

Strategies 

Iranian Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

MO E F AO 

Literal 

translation 
21 14 35 6.73 38 15 53 10.19 88 16.93 

Code switching 34 24 58 11.15 34 11 45 8.65 103 19.80 

 

a. Literal translation 

Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 189) defined literal translation as “Translating literally a

lexicalitem,anidiom,acompoundwordorstructurefromL1/L3toL2”.Inthehigh-

high group Arab participants used literal translation more frequently than the Iranian 

participants. Arab participants employed literal translation 53 times (10.19%) while 

Iranian participants used the same CS 35 times (6.73%). This can probably be due to the 

fact that the Arab participants appear to have more problems in L2 linguistic resources 

Example 17:  

257 E: 1 But unfortunately, I have problems with the weather, really.  

2 I keep sweating over and over, when I was in uh::,I‟mso 

3 accustomed to cold weather. I like, I love cold weather. 

 

Example 18: 

948 AO: 1 Yes,soI‟mtryingto…, this is my problem actually,it‟snot 

2 with the supervisor, I tell you| 
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compared to their Iranian interlocutors. They constantly used their L1 when dealing 

with the target language.The following are someexamplesof the „literal translation‟

employed by participants in this group. 

InExample19,FanArabparticipantliterallytranslated“لبستٌی”whichmeans“dressed

meup”fromArabicto„putonme‟(line1). InExample20,Fliterallytranslated“َّسیل”

whichcarriestwomeanings(“way”and“means”)fromArabicwhenheusedtheword

“means”insteadof“way”.Inotherwords,insteadofsaying“That‟stheonlyway we 

aredifferent”hesaid“That‟stheonlymean wearedifferent”(line4). 

 

InExample 21, line 2,F used theword “facility”which is a literal translation of the

Arabicword“َطزیق”insteadof“clue”or“way”becauseheistranslatingfromL1into

English. InExample22, line2,AOtheArabparticipant said“theyareneedinghelp”

which is the literal translation of the Arabic phrase “ ”اًِن یحتاجْى هساعذٍ because he

referred to Arabic grammar and used present continuous, where as in English he should 

say“theyneedhelp”.Heusedliteraltranslationinline2forthesecondtimewhenhe

said“theyarebeen”fortheArabicphrase“اًِن کاًْا الذیي”insteadof“theyare”because

he referred to his L1 structureandthereforeused„literaltranslation‟. 

Example 19:  

459 F: 1 She just put on me with the mirror, she said look with this tie,  

2 and then I when I say I like it and finally I too three. I came  

3 over just to buy one, I end up with three. 

Example 20: 

520 F: 1 I would like to, Sorry {name given} uh uh about the  

2 university, a compare between may country and Malaysia,  

3 which is no big different. Only in courses or you can take  

4 yourthesisrightaway.That‟stheonlymean we are different  

5 on it. 
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In Example 23, line 3, AO the Arab participant used literal translation when he wanted 

to refer to the quality of education in Malaysian universities. He translated from his L1 

“ ًِا اقْی هي عواىا ”toEnglishandsaid“it‟sstrongerthanOman”insteadofsaying“itis

betterthanOman”or“ithasabettereducationalsystemcomparedtoOman”. 

 

In Example 24, line 3, F used “focusing you for engineering” because he translated 

literally“َیزکشًّک علی الٌِذس”fromArabictoEnglish. 

 

  

Example 24: 

627 F: 1 OK, you are going to Medicine, they will focus three years  

2 for you in Medicine, but you might regret that after three years  

3 studying for they‟refocusing you for engineering or to be in a 

4 Medicine, but when you graduate, what‟shisgradeis.Ifyou 

5 got from high school like, four something, um we are out of  

6 five, here out of four, you reach like 4.5 OK, you are qualified, 

7 you are (not clear) not. So it depends, you go to science  

8 college or something you know. 

Example 23: 

597   AO: 1 Uh university in our Oman. I really I found that, I think the  

2 Malaysian education especially in the curriculum level, the  

3 universitiesandlikethat,It‟s:I think, it‟sstrongerthanOman. 

4 Oman| 

Example 21: 

534 F: 1 Orfromthepoliceyou‟vebeencaughtoraccident or  

2 something,that‟sit.Otherwise you have no uh facility  

3 or chance. 

Example 22: 

581    AO: 1 But when you compare the Malaysians, to the Iranians and  

2 Arabs specially, not Iranians actually Arabs is they, they are  

3 needing help, they are been the one who need help in writing, 

4 their, their English,theirwritings,it‟sveryterrible. 
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b. Code switching 

AccordingtoDornyeiandScott(1997,P.189)codeswitchingmeans“IncludingL1/L3

words with L1/L3 pronunciation in L2 speech; this may involve stretches of discourse 

rangingfromsinglewordstowholechunksandevencompleteturns.” 

Results in the high-high group showed that code switching was the most often used CS. 

As shown in Table 4.4 code switching was used 103 times (19.80%). Iranian 

participants employed code-switching 58 times (11.15%) while Arab participant used it 

45 times (8.65%). Participants in the high-high group not only switched to their L1 

(Arabic&Persian)butalso to theMalaysia‟snational language i.e.Bahasa Malaysia. 

The Iranians participants not only code-switched to Persian which is their L1 (31 times) 

but also to Arabic (21 times) and Bahasa Malaysia (6 times) while the Arab participants 

code-switched to their L1 (Arabic) most frequently (40 times), to Bahasa Malaysia (4 

times) and only once to Persian (see 4.3.2.1, Table 4.22). Below are some examples of 

code switching in this study. 

In Example 25, F the Arab participant code switched to Bahasa Malaysia several times. 

Example 26 and 27 show that both MO the Iranian participant, and F the Arab 

participant, code switched to Arabic.  

 

Example 25: 

 

108 F: Who taught me Bahasa Melayu, and he really helped me, seriously.  

Now I chakab Bahasa Melayu. (speak in Malaysian Language) 

109 E: um:::  

110 F: Some places when I go, I went to in my way, small village to see, to  

look around. If you talk to them where is the bathroom? Where is the 

wash? Washroom? And they just look at you like this. You have to 

say Demana tandas? (Where is the toilet?) In their own language. 

111 MO: Tandas awam. (Public toilet) 

112 F: Uhm:: dema demana tandas? (whe, where is the toilet?) They are  

using English, I mean exactly what you are talking about English, just 

in the hotels, exactly what you say, something in business. 
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In Example 28, all the participants in high-high group i.e. AO and F the Arab 

participants as well as MO and E the Iranian participants, code switched to Arabic in 

their conversations. In Example 28 the Arab participants, code switched to Arabic to 

talk about preparation for prayers. And in Examples 29 and 30 the Iranian participants 

MO and E, code switched to their L1 (Persian) in order to refer to the name of different 

kinds of food in Iran. 

 

Example 28: 

271 AO: Do you have your? ْعٌذک ّض (Have you washed up for prayers?) 

272 F: ال ّهللا بتْضی اًا (no, I have to wash up for prayers) 

273 AO: بس اًا بصلی هعاک بعذیي (but I will pray with you later) 

274 F: Yeah, حیاک (welcome) 

275 E: هاضاهللا، هاضاهللا (praising words) Am I right? Uh, this is one of the, one  

of those words, you can use in Persian. 

277 F: Yes. 

278 MO: By the way, we also use تقبل هللا. Do you have this in Arabic, too. تفبل هللا  

(hope God accepts your prayers), ha? 

279 F: تقبل هللا (hope God accepts your prayers), yeah. 

280 MO:  تقبل هللا  (hope God accepts your prayers) 

Example 29: 

360 E: 1 And then really, it is so enjoyable, for example we like to have 

 . بربری one brand [is (a type of bread in Iran) بربری  2

 

Example 30: 

377 MO: 1 The place you live, but my place Pantai Hillpark, I have  

2 ordered this, I have ordered this, the::: shop keeper, we have a 

3 shop there. I have given him a list like خیارشور (cucumber  

4 pickle), like رب انار (pomegranate paste), like کشک (whey,  

5 curd), like نان (bread) and he prepared all these things from the 

6 shop, from Ampang area. 

 

Example 26: 

164 MO: Pay your money and then you خلی یْلی (let it be or leave him alone) 

((laugh)). 

165 F: خلی یْلی (let it be or leave him alone) 

Example 27: 

223 MO: You have lots of َرطْب (humidity) there. Is that right? {Or is it|] 

224 F: Yes, [no], uh: much more َرطْب (humidity) there. 
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Although code switching is one of the CSs, it can be seen in the Examples above, not all 

code switching used in this data are examples of CSs, as code switching was used for 

other reasons, such as showing the ability to talk in Bahasa Malaysia, to show solidarity 

with the participants of other ethnic group and to refer to ethnic based vocabulary items. 

The socio-linguistic benefits of code-switching have also been identified as a means of 

communicating solidarity or affiliation to a particular social group. It has been 

suggested by Crystal (1987) as one of several rationales for code-switching by 

indicating that switching commonly occurs when an individual wishes to express 

solidarity with a particular social group. Rapport is established between the speaker and 

the listener when the listener responds with a similar switch.  

B. Own Performance Problem-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

This section presents the L1- or L2-based own performance problem-related strategies 

which is a sub-category of direct strategies based on Dornyei and Scott‟s (1997)

taxonomy of CSs. Table 4.5 shows the own performance problem-related CSs employed 

by the participants in high-high group.  Each CS will be presented with examples taken 

from the data collected for the current study. 

Table 4.5  High-High Group - Direct Strategies: Own Performance Problem-related 

Communication 

Strategies 

Iranian Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

MO E F AO 

Self-repair 23 25 48 9.22 25 17 42 8.07 90 17.29 

Self-rephrasing 2 7 9 1.73 0 4 4 0.77 13 2.5 

 

a. Self-repair  

Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 190) defined self-repair as “Making self-initiated 

corrections inone‟sownspeech.”Asmentionedearlier in3.5.2retrievalaccording to

Dornyei and Scott (1997) is a resource deficit-related CS. However, here it is included 
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in self-repair category. Self repair is the second most frequently used CS in the high-

high group. The rationale for including retrieval in self-repair is that retrieval is a self-

repair with the difference of producing several, different options of self-repair, before 

arriving at a final form. The use of this CS was nearly similar in both ethnic groups. As 

shown in Table 4.5 Iranian participants employed self-repair 48 times (9.22%) and Arab 

participants used it 42 times (8.07%). The instances where the participants of the high-

high group used self-repair are shown in the examples below. The results presented in 

Table 4.5 show that, participants in the high-high group used self-repair more frequently 

as compared to the high-low and the low-low groups.  The excessive use of self-repair 

in this group suggests that being proficient English language speakers, participants were 

constantly monitoring their language production, and were aware of the mistakes 

produced and able to correct them instantly. Examples 31-33 present illustrations of 

self-repair employed by the participants in the high-high group. 

In Example 31, line 2, E an Iranian participant, corrected himself and said „has worked‟ 

immediately after he used the simple past verb „worked‟. In Example 32, F an Arab 

participantrepairedhimself twice,firstwhenhewantedtosaytheword“Chinese”he

uttered an incomplete word but then corrected the use of the word and second when he 

wanted to refer to the Chinese, he first used „Chinese‟ but then corrected himself and 

used „Malaysian Chinese‟. In Example 33, F corrected himself grammatically when he 

used „I lived‟ after he has used the present tense „I live‟. 

 

Example 31: 

91 E: 1 And it happened, my supervisor uh::: Dr. {name given} uh:::  

2 um:: worked, has worked on Menglish or as they say  

3 Malaysian English, and then it is her thesis, Ph.D. thesis. Yes 

4 go ahead please. 
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b. Self-rephrasing 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997) self-rephrasing is repeating a term already 

uttered, not literally, but by adding something or paraphrasing. Results shown in Table 

4.5 indicate that participants in the high-high group seldom used self-rephrasing. It was 

used by Iranian participants 9 times (1.73%) while Arab participant used self-rephrasing 

4 times (0.77%). This CS is L1- or L2-based own performance problem-related direct 

strategy which means that subjects refer to this strategy when they feel that what is 

uttered may not be able to convey their intended message; therefore they resort to self-

rephrasing in order to make their message understood by the other interlocutors. Below 

are examples where subjects used self-rephrasing in their conversations.  

InExample34,MOsaid“Andalotofthem”butthenheparaphrasedtheutteranceinto

“let‟ssaymanyofthem”andthereforeusedself-rephrasing.InExample35,Esaid“I

don‟tknow”butthenusedself-rephrasing and paraphrased hisutteranceinto“I‟mnot

sure”perhapstobeabletoconveyhisintendedmessageinabetterway. 

 

Example 34: 

16 MO: 1 And a lot of them, not let‟ssaymanyofthemare (not clear).  

2 I mean taxi drivers,they‟re,youdriveyourcar.Maybeyou 

3 don‟t,youdon‟t,feellike| 

Example 35: 

356 E: 1 Wehavedifferentkindsofuh,youknowbreadinIran.Idon‟t 

2 know, I‟mnotsure whether you are familiar with that or not. 

 

Example 32: 

209 F: 1 Even Chinese you know, Chi, Chinese people, when  

2 uh: when I mean uh: Chinese, Malaysian Chinese, they  

3 don‟tpronouncethe R. 

Example 33: 

259 F: 1 I live, I lived in snow weather for almost te::h: four years and  

2 a half in Minnesota, where I graduated my Master from there. 
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4.3.1.2 Interactional Strategies 

According toDornyei and Scott‟s (1997) definition, interactional strategies are those

CSs by which the participants cooperatively perform trouble-shooting exchanges. 

Similar to direct strategies which includes several sub categories, interactional strategies 

consist of several divisions shown in the modified Dornyei and Scott‟s (1997)

taxonomy of CSs employed in this study (see Table 3.4). 

A. Resource Deficit-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

In this section resource deficit-related strategies, one of the sub-categories of 

interactional strategiesbasedonDornyeiandScott‟s (1997) taxonomyofCSswillbe 

presented with examples provided from the data. Table 4.6 presents the number and 

types of resource deficit-related interactional strategies. 

Table 4.6  Interactional Strategies: Resource Deficit-related 

Communication 

Strategies 

Iranian Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

MO E F AO 

Direct appeal 

for help 
1 4 5 0.96 1 1 2 0.38 7 2.30 

Indirect appeal 

for help 
1 1 2 0.38 0 0 0 0 2 0.38 

 

a. Direct appeal for help 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 191) direct appeal for help is requesting 

assistance from the interlocutor with an explicit question about L2 knowledge gap. As 

shown in Table 4.6 participants in the high-high group hardly used direct appeal for 

help probably because they were proficient English speakers and they had the ability to 

use other CSs rather than appeal for assistance. Iranian participants resorted to direct 

appeal for help only 5 times (0.96%) while Arab participants employed this CS, 2 times 

(0.38%). Some examples of the usage of direct appeal for help in the high-high group 

follow. 
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Inexample36,F,anArabparticipantaskedforthemeaningoftheword“development”

in Arabic (line 1). However, he immediately remembered the word and proceeded 

without waiting for a response from AO. In Example 37, E, an Iranian participant used 

directappealforhelpinordertorecallawordwhichstartswiththeletter“L”inhisL1.

However he soon remembered the word (line 2). 

 

In Example 38, an Arab participant is unable to recall a word in the target language and 

directly appealed for help (line 4). 

 

b. Indirect appeal for help  

According to Dornyei andScott (1997, p. 191) indirect appeal for help is “Trying to

elicit help from the interlocutor indirectly by expressing lack of a needed L2 item either 

verballyornonverbally.”Theonlytwoinstancesofindirectappealforhelpinthehigh-

high group were used by the Iranian participants of this group (see Example 39 & 40). 

Inexample39,line6,MOprimarilyusedadirectappealforhelpwhenhesaid“What

wasthat?”andimmediatelycontinuedwithanindirectappealforhelpbysaying“Bukit

Bingtang?”witharisingintonation(line6&7). 

Example 38:  

871 AO: 1 And they will catch you. You cannot, you are not allowed to 

2 enter anything except one pencil and a pen and a ruler or a 

3 rubber,that‟sall.Andintheinsidetheexaminationhall,there 

4 will be around twenty, what do they call it in English? I forgot 

5 the name. 

Example 36: 

31 F: 1 I mean people, developmentایص هعٌی التطْر حقِن ال? (what is the  

2 meaning of their development?  The) development. 

Example 37: 

374 E: 1 And uh: for, for example um::: آبگْضت “anIranianfood”for 

2 example, it is bettertohaveitwithuh::L::what‟sit?Um:::  

3 L لْاش “atypeofIranianbread”. 
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In Example 40, line 584 (3) E used a pause as a nonverbal indirect appeal for help and 

the other interlocutors provided him with the word he indirectly requested. As it is seen 

in line586inExample40,Eusedtheword“community”,whichMOprovidedafterthe

pause. 

 

B. Own-performance Problem-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

L1- or L2-based own-performance problem-related strategies are the second sub-

categoryof interactionalstrategiesaccording toDornyeiandScott‟s (1997) taxonomy

of CSs. Table 4.7 presents the own-performance problem-related interactional strategies 

participants in the high-high group employed.  

Table 4.7  High-High Group - Interactional Strategies: Own-performance  

     Problem-related 

Communication 

Strategies 

Iranian Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

MO E F AO 

Comprehension-

check 
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0.38 2 0.38 

Own-accuracy 

check 
1 1 2 0.38 0 0 0 0 2 0.38 

 

Example 40: 

584 E: 1 Exactly,that‟swhyI‟mgoingtoumuhto:::all of you to get 

2 together and uh have uh a session, talk about this and then,  

3 why not uh establishing a (.)  

585 MO: Community. 

586 E: Community to help these people, and also you can earn some money. 

Example 39: 

317   MO: 1 Yeah, just fun when you do it alone, but with the family the 

2 kids, I want this, I want that and apart from the money, money 

3 on one side, is it on the, uh:: apart from the money, then I  

4 really get tired. I mean, I five, six hours of shopping. You  

5 walk in the Carrefour, Carrefour, in the M in Mid Valley, you 

6 go to BB Plaza and uh:: what uh what was that? Bukit  

7 Bingtang? And then after six hours your wife, no I haven‟t 

8 bought enough, hey its whole hours I, I can‟twalkuhstandon

9 my,onmykneesnow.Thenyeah,Idon‟tknow,Idoseh::: 

10 shopping alone, of course I enjoy it. 
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a. Comprehension check 

Based on the definition provided by Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 192), comprehension 

check is asking questions to check that the interlocutor understands. Only one of the 

Arab participants in the high-high group used comprehension check strategy (see Table 

4.7). This is probably due to the fact that participants in the high-high group have a 

good command of the English language and they perhaps were able to convey the 

intended message properly, therefore the comprehension-check strategy was not used. 

The only instance of comprehension check employed in this study is presented below. 

In thisexampleF, theArabparticipantused theword“caption”and inorder tomake

sure the interlocutors were able to understand the meaning he used comprehension 

checkbysaying“youknowacaption?”andthenhecontinuedwhiledefiningtheword

“caption”. 

 

b. Own-accuracy check 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 192) own-accuracy check is an indication of 

some degree of uncertainty and checking that what is said is correct by asking a 

concrete question or repeating a word with a question intonation about a self-produced 

form. As shown in Table 4.7 own-accuracy check was used only twice by the Iranian 

participants. The following examples show the usage of own-accuracy check. 

As it can be seen in Example 42 the speaker resorted to own-accuracy check not to 

check his accuracy in English but in order to ensure what he had said in Arabic was 

correct.InExample43,MOcheckstheaccuracyoftheword„refinery‟. 

Example 41: 

765 F: 1 Yeah, I remember even a caption, you know a caption? When  

  2 you are translating the movie for you and it has bad words? 
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C. Other-performance Problem-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

The third sub-category of interactional strategies belongs to L1- or L2-based other-

performance problem-related strategies. Table 4.8 presents the different types of other-

performance problem-related strategies employed by the participants in the high-high 

group. 

Table 4.8  High-High Group - Interactional Strategies: Other-performance Problem-related 

Communication 

Strategies 

Iranian Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total  % 

MO E F AO 

Asking for 

repetition 
1 1 2 0.38 2 1 3 0.57 5 0.96 

Asking for 

clarification 
2 0 2 0.38 1 1 2 0.38 4 0.77 

Asking for 

confirmation 
2 1 3 0.57 0 1 1 0.19 4 0.77 

Response 3 15 18 3.46 2 6 8 1.53 26 5 

 

a. Asking for repetition 

Asking for repetition is a sub-category of the other-performance problem-related 

interactional strategies. It is used when there is a problem in the language production of 

the interlocutor. Based on Dornyei and Scott‟s (1997, p. 191) definition asking for

repetition is “requesting repetition when not hearing or understanding something

properly”.TheresultsshowninTable4.11indicatethataskingforrepetitionwasused

only 5 times (0.96%) by the participants in the high-high group. Asking for repetition is 

usedwhen there is a problem in the other interlocutor‟s language production and the 

Example 42: 

 275 E: 1 هاضاهللا، هاضاهللا (praising words in Arabic) Am I right? Uh, this is 

2 one of the, one of those words, you can use in Persian. 

Example 43: 

290 MO: They‟vegota refine uh: do we call it a refinery, ha? 

291 E: Where? ٍپاالیطگا ? (refinery?) 
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listener asks the speaker to repeat the message when there is a breakdown in 

comprehension. The following are examples where asking for repetition was employed. 

As shown in Example 44, line 376, E asked for repetition when he did not understand 

the place MO, the Iranian speaker, referred to. In Example 45, line 388, E said 

somethingwhichwasnotclear,thereforeMOaskedforrepetitionbysaying“What?”in

line 389.  

 

b. Asking for clarification 

Asking for clarification is another sub-category of the other-performance problem-

related interactional strategies. As defined by Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 191), asking 

for clarification is to request explanation of an unfamiliar meaning structure. Similar to 

the previous CS asking for clarification is employed when there is a problem in the 

interlocutor‟s utterance. Participants in high-high group used asking for clarification 

only 4 times (see Table 4.8). 

In Example 46, line 466 (2) MO asked for clarification by posing the question“Would

youclarifythis?”InExample47,line696,AOaskedforclarificationafterMOandE

uttered the word “Mullah” which was an unfamiliar word to AO, because it was

pronounced different from the Arabic pronunciation of the word. In line 697, E 

Example 44: 

375 MO: Sorry, well, no I know, you could solve um:: the place where you live, 

 I don‟tknowwhetheryoucanfindIranianbreadornot,[butmy| 

376 E: [Where]? 

377 MO: The place you live, but my place Pantai Hillpark, I have ordered this, I  

have ordered this, the::: shop keeper, we have a shop there. I have 

given him a list like خیارضْر “cucumberpickle”,likeرب اًار 

“pomegranatepaste”,likeکطک 

Example 45: 

388 E: Actually,wedon‟thave(notclear) 

389 MO: What?  

390 E: Wedon‟thaveitrereally,soitsmellsIran(.)really. 
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providedAOwith theEnglishmeaningof theword “Mullah”which is “Clergy” and

then paraphrased it. 

 

c. Asking for confirmation 

Asking for confirmation is another sub-category of other-performance problem-related 

interactional strategies. According to Dornyei and Scott (1997) asking for confirmation 

is requesting confirmation that understanding was accurate and repeating the trigger in a 

question repeat or asking a full question. As shown in Table 4.8 participants in the high-

high group employed asking for confirmation only 4 times. 

InExample48,MOaskedforconfirmationwhenhesaid“ThanIranright?”inline353,

probably because he wanted to ensure whether E believed Iran was a cheaper country or 

Malaysia.  

 

  

Example 48: 

352 E: Certain things are more expensive than our country, and vice versa.  

Uh:: but all together, uh:: comparing to prices specially nowadays, 

uh:: Malaysia is much cheaper. 

353 MO: Than Iran right? 

Example 46: 

465 AO: 1 This one will be like a turn taking, someone will talk first  

2 about his experience and his country. 

466   MO: 1 So, by schools you mean, if you have to talk my kids go to  

2 Malay schools, I had something to tell you, but schooling I  

3 mean would you clarify this? 

Example 47: 

694 MO: [Mullah] 

695 E: [Mullahs], I mean. 

696 AO: Sorry? 

697 E: Clergymen, [I mean OK Islamic, the Islamic] guys, uh 
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In Example 49, line 727, MO asked for confirmation to ensure whether AO was talking 

about Iran. 

d. Response 

Response is another sub-category of the other-performance problem-related 

interactional strategy. According to the taxonomy of CSs designed for this study, 

response includes all the different types of response in Dorneyi and Scott‟s (1977)

taxonomy. These are put in one category in this study (see 3.5.2). Therefore, response 

can be defined as repeating, rephrasing or confirming the original message or the 

suggested form or providing other-initiated self-repair. As shown in Table 4.8 

participants in the high-high group used response 26 times (5%) in their conversations. 

Iranian participants employed response 18 times (3.46%) while Arab participants 

employed it 8 times (1.53%). Examples of response used by the high-high group follow. 

InExample50, line635,Fsaid“So twelveyears the total,yes?”andMOprovideda

confirmingresponsebysaying“Yes”.InExample51, line 940, AO confirmed what E 

said in line 939, by saying “Yeah” and then repeating what E had earlier said. In

Example 49: 

 

724 AO: (not clear) when I asked this question, because last time I attend one 

sem uh seminar in our faculty. It was uh by one Indian, he did his 

PhD in comparing curriculum between Iran, India and Malaysia, and 

he found that Malaysian curriculum is different with, from Iran and uh 

India. Iran is:: the, for example if I say number one, is the best, I can 

say Malaysian, Indian and Iranian is the little bit bad kind of, sorry for 

this sword. Because he said most of these people, they are teaching 

English, but they are using their environment to teach English. For 

example they will put a picture of Iranian girl going to school, they 

will not put like, American or| 

725 F: Exactly. 

726 AO: Yeah. 

727 MO: In Iran you said? 

728 AO: Yeah. 
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Example52, line586,E repeated theword “community”whichMOhadprovided in

line 585. 

 

Both Arab and Iranian participants in the high-high group did not use message 

abandonment. On the other hand Arab participants did not employ indirect appeal for 

help and own-accuracy check, while the Iranian participants did not use word-coinage 

and comprehension-check. This means that each ethnic group used 16 types of CSs. 

4.3.2 Low Proficiency Group 

According to the taxonomy of Dornyei and Scott (1997) employed for this study, CSs 

are divided into Direct Strategies and Interactional Strategies. Participants in this group 

used direct strategies more frequently than interactional strategies. The CSs participants 

in the low-low group used are shown Appendix B. 

4.3.2.1 Direct Strategies 

Direct strategies are those CSs which offer alternative and independent ways to be able 

to get meaning across (see 2.5 & 4.2.1.1). According to the taxonomy of Dornyei and 

Example 50: 

 

634 MO: Uhthreeit‟s(notclear).Theycallitaseniorandjuniorhighschool 

or| 

635 F: So twelve years the total, yes? 

636 MO: Yeah. 

 

Example 51: 

 

939 E: Theydon‟twanttocooperate. 

940 AO: Yeah or some of them, yeahtheydon‟twanttocooperate.Ididn‟t,I 

  didn‟tactually uh, I asked a few of them, but| 

 

Example 52: 

 

584 E: Exactly,that‟swhyI‟mgoingtoumuhto:::all of you to get  

together and uh have uh a session, talk about this and then,  

why not uh establishing a (.) 

585 MO: Community. 

586 E: Community to help these people, and also you can earn some money. 
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Scott (1997) direct strategies are divided into three sub-categories i.e. resource deficit-

related, own performance problem-related and other performance problem-related 

strategies (see Table 2.3). Each sub-category includes both L1-and L2-based CSs. In 

this section the direct strategies employed by the participants of the low-low group will 

be discussed.  

A. Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

Direct strategies include three sub-strategies (see 4.2.1.1). In this section, resource 

deficit-related strategies and its sub-categories, i.e. L1- based and L2-based resource 

deficit-related strategies will be presented. 

I. L2-based Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

Based on Dornyei and Scott (1997) resource deficit-related strategies include both L1-

and L2-based strategies. Table 4.9 presents L2-based resource deficit-related strategies 

used by the participants in the low-low group. According to the results shown in Table 

4.9 message reduction (184 times) and circumlocution (70 times) were the most 

frequently used CSs in the low-low proficiency group. The least frequently used CS was 

used of all purpose words which was used 24 times (2.06%). The L2-based resource 

deficit-related CSs employed by participants in the low-low group will be discussed 

first. The examples provided are taken from the data obtained from recordings. 

Table 4.9  Low-Low Group - Direct Strategies: L2-based Resource Deficit-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

Iranian Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

D N AB MU 

Message 

reduction 
35 32 67 5.77 62 55 117 10.06 184 15.83 

Circumlocution 38 9 47 4.05 15 8 23 1.98 70 6.02 

Approximation 21 6 27 2.32 23 8 31 2.66 58 4.99 

Use of all 

purpose words 
11 3 14 1.20 10 0 10 0.86 24 2.06 

Use of similar 

sounding words 
7 5 12 1.03 10 11 21 1.80 33 2.84 

Omission 13 12 25 2.14 14 12 26 2.23 51 4.38 
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a. Message reduction 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 188) message reduction is reducing the 

message by avoiding certain language structures or topics considered problematic or by 

leaving out some intended elements due to problems in linguistic resources. 

Message reduction, the third most frequently used CS in the low-low group, was used 

184 times (15.83%). Arab participants used message reduction 117 times (10.06%) 

compared to Iranian participants who used it 67 times (5.77%). This result may imply 

that probably Arab participants have more limited linguistic resources compared to 

Iranian participants. However, generally, the results of both the Arab and Iranian 

participants show that low proficiency speakers faced a lack of L2 resources and used 

message reduction to fill the gap existing between their interlanguage and L2 

knowledge. In other words they tried to avoid the problematic area by reducing the 

message and using the reduction strategy (Faerch & Kasper 1983b).  

InExample53,AB theArabparticipant startedbysaying“They teachhimhow”but

then left the message unfinished, i.e. reduced the message and continued describing a 

lecturer from Palestine. He probably did this due to the gap existing between his L2 

knowledge and interlanguage. 

 

b. Circumlocution 

As defined by Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 188) circumlocution is exemplifying, 

illustrating or describing the properties of the target object or action. Participants in the 

low-low group used circumlocution 70 times (6.02%). Iranian participants employed 

Example 53: 

971 AB: They teach him how, one of our presenters who is lecture for seven  

  years I think is a uh from Palestine. 
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circumlocution 47 times (4.05%) which is 2 times more frequently than Arab 

participants who used it around 23 times (2%). Circumlocution was employed most 

frequently by D, the Iranian participant (see Table 4.9). 

InExample54,line878,D,anIranianparticipanttalkedabout“Alevel”whichisthe

requirement in order to enter the university in Malaysia. Then in line 880, used 

circumlocutionwhenhesaid“It‟slikeapermissiontogoinsidetheuniversity”,which

isaparaphrasefor“itisarequirementtoentertheuniversity” 

 

In Example55insteadofusingtheword“driver”N,anIranianparticipantparaphrased

the word and proceeded with conveying the message to the other interlocutors, probably 

because he was unable to recall the proper word due to a lack of English language 

resources. 

 

c. Approximation 

Approximation is an L2-based resource-deficit problem-related strategy, and it is used 

by L2 speakers when they have a difficulty in the target language. According to the 

definition of Dornyei and Scott (1997) approximation is using a single alternative 

lexical item or a related term, which shares semantic features with the target word or 

structure. Approximation was used 58 times (4.99%) by the participants in the low-low 

group (see Table 4.9). Both the Arab and Iranian participants used approximation 

Example 55: 

476 N: Yeah, bus is very bad and taxi, depends on the person who::: ride the 

 uh taxi. 

Example 54: 

878 D: Exactly before going to university you should go to pass the A level. 

879 M: Aha. 

880 D: It‟slikeapermissiontogoinsidetheuniversity. 
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frequently. Instances of approximation used by the participants in the low-low group are 

presented. 

In Example 56, D asked N if he had been living far from his family and instead of the 

word“away”heused“abroad”.Bothwordscarrythesamemeaningbutonlyonecanbe

usedinline9.InExample57,Nusedtheword“ride”for“drive”duetoproblemsinhis

L2 resources. 

 

d. Use of all purpose words 

BasedonDornyeiandScott‟s(1997,p. 188)definitionof„Useofallpurposewords‟,it

istheextensionofageneral,“empty”lexicalitemtocontextswherespecificwordsare

lackingsuchastheuseof“thing,stuff,make,do,thingie,what-do-you-call-it”. 

Table 4.9 shows that both ethnic groupsofparticipantsresortedto„allpurposewords‟

CS24times(2.06%).WhenL2speakersfaceaprobleminvocabulary,theyreferto„all

purposewords‟inordertomaintaintheflowoftheconversation.Examplesofthe„use

ofallpurposewords‟employed by the low-low participants in this study follow. 

 

Example56: 

7 D: Sorry, this is a, this is a first time to living far from your family? 

8 N: Yes:: | 

9 D: Abroad from your family or far from your country? (.) [your 

   country?] 

 

Example 57: 

476 N: Yeah, bus is very bad and taxi, depends on the person who::: ride the 

 uh taxi. 
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e. Use of similar sounding words 

According to the definition of Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 189), use of similar sounding 

wordsis“compensatingforalexicalitemwhoseform the speaker is unsure of, with a 

word (either existing or non-existing)whichsoundsmoreor lesslikethetarget item”.

Participants in the low-low group used similar sounding words 33 times (2.84%). Arab 

participants used similar sounding words strategy about 2 times more frequently than 

the Iranian participants. Similar sounding words strategy is used when the speaker is 

puzzled regarding the correct word to be used and therefore uses a word which sounds 

similar to the correct word in order to prevent interruptions.  

In Examples 60, AB used “stitched” instead of “snitched” and in Example 61 he

confusedtheword“lawyer”with“lower”. 

 

  

Example 60: 

47 AB: 1 Yeah, they take it but you cannot do anything (.) and that the  

2 problem uh not near, I think, I got uh stitched. 

Example 61: 

262 AB: In my country Libya, they the uh I think the:: price is lawyer than the  

here. 

Example58: 

 

78 AB: 1 Buttheydon‟tknowthepeople,theydon‟tknoweachother. 

2 You know, Idon‟tknow,Idon‟tknow how he cannot catch 

3 the:: who steal this thing or who make problems. 

Example 59: 

 

572 AB: 1 Uh they have insert project for all the subject you know and 

2  they have exam and have quiz something. 
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f. Omission 

According toDornyeiandScott (1997,p.189)omissionmeans“Leavingagapwhen 

not knowing aword and carrying on as if it had been said”.As shown in Table 4.9

omission was employed 51 times (4.38%) by participants in the low-low group. Both 

ethnic groups equally used omission. This L2-based resource-deficit problem-related 

strategy is used when there is a deficiency in the vocabulary of the speaker. Speakers 

resort to this strategy when they have problems in recalling the word or structure in the 

target language and intend to maintain their role as speakers and hold the floor. 

Instances of the usage of omission by the low-low participants are shown in Examples 

62 and 63. In Example 62, D could not recall the word “LRT” therefore, he used

omission and a filler and continued the utterance in order to maintain the floor. 

Similarly inExample63,heemployedomissionusingapauseinline1,whenhesaid“I

meanuhlookingfor(.)”andthencontinuedtheutterancesincehewasunabletorecall

theintendedword.Heprobablywaslookingfortheword“Halal”whichheremembered

later. 

 

II. L1-based Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

Participants in the low-low group used two types of L1-based resource deficit-related 

strategies i.e. literal translation and code switching.  Table 4.10 shows the types and the 

frequency of CSs used. 

Example 62: 

502 D: 1 You know as I can, I use uh for if I wanna go somewhere as  

2 uh as I can use LRT. 

Example 63: 

377 D: 1 Forme,I‟mnotso:religious,I‟mnotso: I mean uh looking  

2 for (.) I‟mnot likethat,it‟slookingforonlyHalal and very  

3 Halal thing, but not feeling good about the other food you 

4 know. 
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Table 4.10  Low-Low Group - Direct Strategies: L1-based Resource Deficit-related 

Communicati

on Strategy 

Iranian Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

D N AB MU 

Literal 

translation 
86 28 114 9.81 149 53 202 17.38 316 27.19 

Code 

switching 
2 P 3 P 5 0.43 6 A 5 A 12 1.03 17 1.46 

a. Literal translation 

Dornyei andScott (1997, p. 189) defined literal translation as “Translating literally a

lexical item, an idiom, a compound word or structure from L1/L3 to L2”. Literal

translation was the most frequently used CS in the low-low group and was used 316 

times (27.19%) by the participants in this group. This means that they constantly 

referred to their L1 perhaps due to insufficient L2 grammatical and lexical resources. In 

the low-low group Arab participants used literal translation more frequently compared 

to the Iranian participants. Arab participants employed literal translation 202 times 

(17.38%) while Iranian participants used the same CS 114 times (9.81%). This again 

reinforces the possibility that the participants faced great linguistic problems. They 

constantly referred to their L1 when having a conversation in the target language. The 

following are some examples of the literal translation strategy employed by the 

participants in this group. 

InExample64,anArabspeakerusedthephrase“thisproblemcomingfromus”instead

ofsaying“weareresponsibleforthat”or“it‟sourfault”,thissuggestsdirecttranslation

as in Arabic, one would say “ which”ُذٍ الوطکلَ تاتی هي عٌذًا is literally translated into

Englishas“Thisproblemcomesfromus”. 

 

Example 64:  

89 AB: 1 This, this problem coming from us you know, [because we are  

2 show them that]. 
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Example 65 shows another instance of literal translation. In this example, AB referred 

to his L1 in order to produce a statement in English to convey his intended message to 

the other interlocutor. Instead of saying “we cannot compare my country to other

countries”,hetranslatedtheintendedstatementwordbywordfromtheArabicsentence

 .”andsaid“wedon‟tcomparetoanyothercountry”ًحي ال ًقارى بای دّلَ اخزی“

 

Example 66 shows an instance for another literal translation in this study. Similar to the 

previous examples, D an Iranian participant, referred to his L1 (Persian) due to 

difficulties inL2resourcesandthereforeinsteadofsaying“hewasnotinterestedinmy

question”heliterallytranslatedthePersianexpression“ tothe”سْال هي هْرد عالقَ اّ ًبْد

Englishstatement“myquestionwasn‟tinhisfavor”. 

 

b. Code switching 

AccordingtoDornyeiandScott(1997,p.189)codeswitchingmeans“IncludingL1/L3

words with L1/L3 pronunciation in L2 speech; this may involve stretches of discourse 

rangingfromsinglewordstowholechunksandevencompleteturns”.Unlikethehigh-

high group, code switching was not much used in the low-low as compared to the other 

CSs. The Arab participants in the low-low group used code-switching 12 times (1.03%) 

compared to the Iranian participants who used it 5 times (0.43%). 

Example 66: 

940 D: 1 So shy to speaking even uh when I asking some things try uh 

2 just asking (.) some things thatummmyquestionswasn‟tin 

3 his favor, just get angry saying some things to me. 

Example 65: 

469 AB: 1 Wedon‟tcomparetoanyothercountry, but the have uh for, 

2 for example, when we studying in school, we have own car  

3 come (.) pick up me at home and trans uh transportilicy| 
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Example 67 shows a code switch to Persian when N, an Iranian participant asked for 

help because hewas unable to recall theword “well” (line 2). In this example code 

switching was not used in isolation but accompanied by another CS. 

 

B. Own Performance Problem-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

This section presents the L1- or L2-based own performance problem-related strategies 

which is a sub-categoryofdirectstrategies.ThisisagainbasedonDornyeiandScott‟s

(1997) taxonomy of CSs. Table 4.11 shows the own performance problem-related CSs 

employed by the participants in the low-low group.  Each CS will be presented along 

with examples from the data. 

Table 4.11  Low-Low Group - Direct Strategies: Own Performance Problem-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

Iranian Sub 

Tota

l 

% 
Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

D N AB MU 

Self-repair 71 28 99 8.52 61 54 115 9.89 214 18.41 

Self-rephrasing 21 5 26 2.23 9 0 9 0.77 35 3.01 

a. Self-repair  

Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 190) defined self-repair as “Making self-initiated 

correctionsinone‟sownspeech.”RetrievalaccordingtoDornyei and Scott (1997) is a 

resource deficit-related CS and is included in self-repair in this study. Self-repair which 

is an own performance problem-related strategy is another most frequently used strategy 

and was used 214 times (18.41%) by the low-low group. This indicates that participants 

in the low-low group were constantly checking their L2 production (form and meaning). 

The following examples show instances where participants in the low-low group 

Example 67: 

108 N: 1 Yeah, hmm they thought we each, each us, each person have a  

2 oil, ((laugh)) uh چاٍ چی هیطَ؟ (what does well mean?) Oil uh 
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resorted to self-repair by correcting parts of their conversations instantly when they felt 

they were produced incorrectly. They performed self-repair by instantly correcting the 

incorrect utterance until they were satisfied they had expressed themselves well. 

Examples 68 - 71 show instances where the low-low participants used self-repair. 

In Example 68, line 1, AB employed self-repairwhen he said “at this” and instantly

repaireditandsaid“atthat”becausehewantedtorefertoadayinthepast. 

 

In Example 69, line 1, MO first used “I coming” but then changed it to “I came”

because he wanted to talk about something he accomplished in the past. In Example 70, 

N performed self-repair when he said “most of them is” but then realized that he is

supposed to use the plural form of the verb„tobe‟withtheword„most‟.InExample71

AB the Arab participant instantly replaced his English language error with the correct 

formwhenhesaid“Artificialintelligent,intelligence”. 

 

Example 69: 

86     MO: 1 I coming the, I came in from my country, before one years and  

  2 uh then months, uh this first time, visit Malaysia uh, I see uh  

  3 the people friendly, but uh some people, this normal, some  

  4 people see I another people of, from Malaysia, uh uh (.) for  

  5 example Arab people or Iranian people, they uh they are (.)  

  6 rich, rich people. 

 

Example 70: 

236 N: 1 Yes, most of them is uh is uh are Iranian, yeah, the worst 

  2 problem. ((laugh)) 

Example 71:  

1653 AB:  AI, Artificial Intelligent, Intelligence. 

Example 68: 

80 AB: 1 You know at this, at that day some people they steal KLCC  

  2 inside. When I, I got back inside there, near when I get in the  

  3 close, the police they close the  KLCC, when I get in to wash  

  4 my hand, I saw some people, they stealing the shopping inside. 
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b. Self-rephrasing 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 190) self-rephrasing is repeating a term 

already uttered not precisely, but by adding something or using paraphrase. Results 

shown in Table 4.11 indicate that participants in the low-low group seldom used self-

rephrasing. It was used by Iranian participants 26 times (2.23%) while Arab participant 

employed self-rephrasing 9 times (0.77%). Self-rephrasing is L1- or L2-based own 

performance problem-related direct strategy which means that subjects refer to this 

strategy when they feel that what is uttered may not be able to convey their intended 

message, therefore they resort to self-rephrasing in order to make their message 

understood. Below are examples of self-rephrasing use94d by participants in the low-

low group. 

Four instances of self-rephrasing can be seen in Example 72. The first instance is when 

D,inline2,rephrased“anyotherproblem”afterusing“Imean”.Thesecondoneisin

line3,whenherephrased“youcomein”andthenstated“insidethecountry”andthen

added “one new country” to the previous statement so as to convey his intended

messagewithoutbeinginterruptedbytheotherspeakers.Afterashortpauseheused“I

mean”inline4thencontinuedwithanotherself-rephrasing to ensure his message was 

understood. 

 

In Example 73, AB used self-rephrasing two times in one sentence to ensure the 

intendedmeaningwasconveyed.Hestartedwith“shesaidhermood” then rephrased

into“whenshebe”andthenforthesecondtimerephrasedinto“shenotingoodmood”.

Example 72: 

119 D: 1 Actually this is a problem that maybe you face in the all of the  

  2 country. Any other problem, you, I mean the first problem, uh  

  3 we you come in, inside the country, inside one new country (.)  

  4 youdon‟tknowwhereyoushouldgo,yoush,youdon‟tknow 

  5 I mean how you can get a home. 
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InExample74,Nsaid“youcan”andthenusedself-rephrasingwhenhesaid“it‟seasy

toget”toclarifytheintendedmessage. 

 

As shown in the examples above, participants in the low-low group resorted to self-

rephrasing to help them communicate the message in another way by paraphrasing or 

adding something to the previously produced utterance, when they face a problem in 

their L2 performance. 

4.3.2.2 Interactional Strategies 

AccordingtoDornyeiandScott‟s(1997,p.199) definition, interactional strategies are 

those CSs by which the participants cooperatively perform trouble-shooting exchanges. 

Interactional strategies are consisted of several divisions according to the modified 

Dornyei andScott‟s (1997) taxonomyofCSs employed for this study, which will be 

presented as follows (see Table 3.4). 

A. Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

In this section, resource deficit-related strategies, a sub-categorie of interactional 

strategies, will be presented based on Dornyei and Scott‟s (1997) taxonomy of CSs

along with examples from the data. Table 4.12 presents the number and types of 

resource deficit-related interactional strategies. 

  

Example 73: 

1030 AB: 1 She told me about it, she said her moods, when she be, she not 

2  in good mood, she uh fail all the student, aha, really you  

3 know. 

 

Example 74: 

1055 N:  But here is youcanuhit‟seasytoget, all, all lecturer|  
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Table 4.12  Low-Low Group - Interactional Strategies: Resource Deficit-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

Iranian Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

D N AB MU 

Direct appeal 

for help 
0 1 1 0.08 1 0 1 0.08 2 0.17 

Indirect appeal 

for help 
2 2 4 0.34 1 2 3 0.25 7 0.60 

 

a. Direct appeal for help 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 191) direct appeal for help is requesting 

assistance from the interlocutor with an explicit question about L2 knowledge gap. As 

shown in Table 4.15, participants in the low-low group resorted to direct appeal for help 

only three times in the two-hour conversation. 

b. Indirect appeal for help 

According toDornyei andScott (1997, p. 191) indirect appeal for help is “Trying to

elicit help from the interlocutor indirectly by expressing lack of a needed L2 item either 

verballyornonverbally.”Table4.12showsthatthesubjectsinthelow-low group used 

indirect appeal for help only 7 times. They resorted to this CS due to difficulties in their 

L2 lexical or linguistic resources.  

In Example 75 D, an Iranian participant, resorted to indirect appeal for help in line 1 and 

2whenhesaid“Idon‟tknowhowIcansay”.InExample76N,anIranianparticipant,

said“howdoIsay”inline2duetolackofL2word. 

 

Example 75: 

563 D: 1 Ithinkit‟slikelecturebaseandstudentbase,Idon‟tknow 

2 how I can say. In my country this is lecture base, I mean the 

3 lecturer try to push the student. 

Example 76: 

587 N: 1 Andalsoit‟sbecauseofIrannowisinasasanc,sanctionto:: 

2 uh how do I say, to find  a:: update articles, update uh 
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B. Own-performance Problem-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

L1- or L2-based own-performance problem-related strategies is the second sub-category 

of interactional strategies according toDornyei and Scott‟s (1997) taxonomy of CSs. 

Table 4.13 presents the own-performance problem-related interactional strategies, 

participants in the low-low group used. 

Table 4.13  Low-Low Group - Interactional Strategies: Own-performance Problem-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

Irania

n 
Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

D N AB MU 

Comprehension-

check 
4 0 4 0.33 14 4 18 1.54 22 1.88 

 

a. Comprehension check 

Based on the definition provided by Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 192), comprehension 

check is asking questions to check that the interlocutor understands. Table 4.13 shows 

that participants in the low-low group used comprehension-check strategy 22 times 

(1.88%). AB, an Arab participant in the low-low group used comprehension check 

seven times more frequently compared to the other participants. He employed 

comprehension-check 14 times while each of the other three participants used it 4 times. 

Comprehension-check is used when the speaker believes that there is a problem in the 

message being produced and therefore resorts to comprehension-check to ensure the 

interlocutor(s) have understood the intended message. 

The following example presents an instance where AB, an Arab participant, used 

comprehension check. He used the word “understand?” with a rising intonation to

ensure that comprehension was achieved. 

 

Example 77: 

1609 AB: The proposal just one pages (not clear) understand? 
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C. Other-performance Problem-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

The third sub-category of interactional strategies belongs to L1- or L2-based other-

performance problem-related strategies. Table 4.14 presents the different types of other-

performance problem-related strategies employed by the participants of the low-low 

group. 

Table 4.14  Low-Low Group - Interactional Strategies: Other-performance Problem-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

Iranian Sub 

Total 
% 

Arab Sub 

Total 
% Total % 

D N AB MU 

Asking for 

repetition 
1 2 3 0.25 3 1 4 0.34 7 0.60 

Asking for 

clarification 
4 10 14 1.20 3 5 8 0.69 22 1.89 

Asking for 

confirmation 
21 20 41 3.53 2 6 7 0.60 48 4.13 

Response 9 17 26 2.23 11 13 24 2.06 50 4.29 

 

a. Asking for repetition 

Asking for repetition is a sub-category of the other-performance problem-related 

interactional strategies. It is used when there is a problem in the language production of 

the interlocutor and the listener asks for a repetition of the message when there is a 

breakdown in comprehension. Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 191) define asking for 

repetition as “requesting repetition when not hearing or understanding something

properly”. Table 4.14 shows that participants in the low-low group used the strategy 

asking for repetition seven times. The following is an example of asking for repetition. 

Example 78 shows that MU, an Arab participant, used “What again?” in line 757

because he was unable to understand what was said earlier by AB and N. 
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b. Asking for clarification 

Asking for clarification is another sub-category of the other-performance problem-

related interactional strategies. As defined by Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 191) asking 

for clarification is to request explanation of an unfamiliar meaning structure. This 

means asking for clarification is employed whenthereisaproblemintheinterlocutor‟s

utterance. Table 4.14 shows that participants in the low-low group used asking for 

clarification 22 times (1.89%). Example 79 presents use of asking for clarification 

where D (the addressee), asked for clarificationinline1648toensurethat“AI”means

“ArtificialIntelligence”. 

 

c. Asking for confirmation 

Asking for confirmation is another sub-category of other-performance problem-related 

interactional strategies. According to Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 191) this means, 

requesting confirmation that comprehension was accurate and repeating the message in 

a question repeat or asking a full question. Table 4.14 shows that participants in the 

Example 79: 

1646 D: What was your subject in your Master? 

1647 AB: Uh about AI. 

1648 D: AI? Artificial Intelligence? 

1649 AB: Artificial Intelligence and artificial system uh (not clear) 

Example 78: 

753 AB: 1 In Malaysia they have their Master (not clear) and some of  

  2 them they take it from UK, or American, Some of you can,  

  3 you can come| 

 

754 MU:  And uh price of uh of uh of uh| 

755 AB:  This [education] 

756 N:  [Education.] 

757 MU:  What again? 

758 AB:  [Education.] 

759 N:  [Education.] 
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low-low group employed asking for confirmation 48 times (4.13%). Iranian participants 

used asking for confirmation 41 times (3.53%) while Arab participants used it only 7 

times (0.60%).  

Example 80 presents an instance when N, an Iranian participant, interfered by asking for 

confirmation to ensure what he had heard was correct during the conversation between 

D and AB (line 1652). 

 

d. Response 

Response is the last sub-category of the other-performance problem-related interactional 

strategies. According to the taxonomy of CSs designed for this study, response includes 

allthedifferenttypesofresponsesinDorneyiandScott‟s(1977)taxonomywhichare

collated in one category as earlier mentioned in this study (see 3.5.2). Response can 

encompass repetitions, rephrasing or confirming the original message or providing 

other-initiated self-repair. As shown in Table 4.14 participants in the low-low group 

used response 50 times (4.29%) in their conversations. Iranian participants employed 

response 26 times (2.23%) while Arab participants employed it 24 times (2.06%). An 

example of confirmation, a kind of response, used in the low-low group is shown below. 

 

Example 81: 

1507 AB: Because I finishing my Master in one years. 

1508 D: One year? 

1509 AB: Yeah. 

Example 80: 

1646 D: What was your subject in your Master? 

1647 AB: Uh about AI. 

1648 D: AI? Artificial Intelligence? 

1649 AB: Artificial Intelligence and artificial system uh (not clear) 

1650 D: Hmm. 

1651 AB: This one we work. 

1652 N: AI, Artificial Intelligence? 

1653 AB: AI, Artificial Intelligent, Intelligence. 
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Both Arab and Iranian participants in the low-low group did not use message 

abandonment and own-accuracy check.  

4.3.3 High and Low (Mixed) Proficiency Group 

According to the taxonomy of Dornyei and Scott (1997), CSs are divided into Direct 

Strategies and Interactional Strategies. The participants in this group used direct 

strategies more frequently than interactional strategies. The CSs participants in the high-

low group employed are shown in Appendix C. 

4.3.3.1 Direct Strategies 

Direct strategies are those CSs which offer alternative and independent ways to be able 

to get meaning across (see 2.5). Direct strategies are divided into three sub-categories 

i.e. resource deficit-related, own performance problem-related and other performance 

problem-related strategies based on the taxonomy of Dornyei and Scott (1997) (see 

Table 3.4). Each sub-category includes both L1-and L2-based CSs. In this section the 

direct strategies employed by the participants in the high-low group will be discussed.  

A. Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

This section will present resource deficit-related strategies in the high-low group and its 

sub-categories, i.e. L1- based and L2-based resource deficit-related strategies, one of the 

three sub-strategies of direct strategies will be presented (see 4.2.1.1). 

I. L2-based Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997) resource deficit-related strategies include both 

L1-and L2-based strategies. Table 4.15 presents L2-based resource deficit-related 

strategies employed by the participants of the high-low group. This table shows 

participants with different levels of proficiency in English. The results in Table 4.15 

indicate that message reduction (150 times) and circumlocution (78 times) were the 

most frequently used L2-based resource deficit-related CSs.  These CSs employed by 
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participants in the high-low group will be discussed provided with examples from the 

recordings obtained. 

Table 4.15  High-Low Group - Direct Strategies: L2-based Resource Deficit-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

High Proficiency 
Sub Total 

Low Proficiency 
Sub Total  

Total Iranian Arab Iranian Arab 

V S 
n % 

K AA 
n % 

n % n % n % n % n % 

Message 

abandonment 
0 0 5 0.61 5 0.61 1 0.12 2 0.24 3 0.37 8 0.98 

Message 

reduction 
7 0.86 39 4.80 46 5.67 29 3.57 75 9.24 104 12.83 150 18.50 

Circumlocution 21 2.59 38 4.68 59 7.27 13 1.60 6 0.74 19 2.34 78 9.61 

Approximation 2 0.24 7 0.86 9 1.11 22 2.71 31 3.82 53 6.53 62 6.64 

Use of all purpose 

words 
1 0.12 10 1.23 11 1.35 4 0.49 2 0.24 6 0.74 17 2.09 

Use of similar 

sounding words 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.12 4 0.49 5 0.61 5 0.61 

Omission 4 0.49 7 0.86 11 1.35 8 0.98 13 1.63 21 2.59 32 3.94 

 

a. Message abandonment 

Message abandonment is the first L2-based resource deficit-related CS discussed in the 

Dornyei and Scott‟s (1997) taxonomy of CSs and is defined as leaving a message 

unfinished because of some language difficulty. Results in Table 4.15 show that both 

high and low proficiency participants in the high-low group rarely used message 

abandonment. The Iranian high proficiency participant in the high-low group did not 

use message abandonment while the Arab high proficiency, used message abandonment 

5 times. Both Arab and Iranian low proficiency participants in the high-low group used 

message abandonment 3 times. Examples 82 and 83 are illustrations of the usage of 

message abandonment by in the high-low group.  

In Example 82, S the Arab high proficiency participant abandoned the message being 

communicated in line 3 and 4 when he wanted to give examples of different varieties of 

Chinese food, probably because he was unable to remember the names. In Example 83, 

AA the low proficiency Arab participant abandoned the message in line 2, when he was 
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talking about opening new private colleges every year but due to difficulties in the L2 

resources he left the message incomplete andinsteadused“Idon‟tknow”. 

 

b. Message reduction 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 188) message reduction is “reducing the

message by avoiding certain language structures or topics considered problematic or by 

leavingoutsomeintendedelementsduetoproblemsinlinguisticresources”.Table4.15

shows that Message reduction was used 150 times (18.50%) by participants in the high-

low group. Both high proficiency Arab and Iranian participants employed message 

reduction 46 times (5.67%) while the Arab and Iranian low proficiency participants 

employed message reduction 104 times (12.83%). This indicates that the low 

proficiency participants in this group resorted to message reduction because they lacked 

L2 knowledge. In other words there is a gap between their interlanguage and L2 

knowledge. In a comparison between the high proficiency participants in the high-low 

group, it can be seen that the Arab high proficiency participant employed message 

reduction 39 times (4.80%) while the Iranian high proficiency participant employed the 

same CS only 7 times (0.86%). Similarly the Arab low proficiency participant employed 

„messagereduction‟75times(9.24%)whiletheIranianlowproficiencyparticipantused

the same CS 29 times (3.57%). This suggests that perhaps the Arab participants have 

more problems in their linguistic resources compared to Iranian participants and 

Example 82: 

78 S: 1 You have three languages at least four languages. When you 

2 say their food, then you have Malay food, you have Chinese 

3 food, and Chinese food you  have different varieties like…I 

4 don‟tknow. 

Example 83: 

577 AA: 1 But the:: private is a lot of every year now open a new one  

  2 ((laugh))new…Idon‟tknow. 
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therefore they tend resort to more reduction strategies so as to avoid production of the 

message in the problematic language areas. Instances of the usage of message reduction 

by the subjects in the high-low group are shown in the examples below.  

In Example 84, line 2, S the Arab high proficiency participant was describing something 

whenhesaid“wetendto,Imean”andsuddenlyreducedthemessageandstartedwith

different issuewhenhe said “whydon‟twe think for awhile?”. InExample 85,AA

used „message reduction‟ in the second line when he said “the government is” then

reducedthemessageandstartedwith“dependonthegovernment”. 

 

c. Circumlocution 

According to Dornyei and Scott (1997, p.188) circumlocution is exemplifying, 

illustrating or describing the properties of the target object or action. Circumlocution 

was employed 78 times (9.61%) by participants in the high-low group. They used 

circumlocution most likely to explain objects or actions at length when they did not 

have the single word lexical item or to explain to addressees, where vocabulary was 

limited. Table 4.15 shows that the high proficiency participants in the high-low group 

used circumlocution 59 times (7.27%), compared to the low proficiency participants in 

the same group who used circumlocution 19 times (2.34%). According to Chacko 

(2005) and Ismail (2004) high proficiency speakers may probably resort to 

Example 84:  

133 S: 1 By, by, yes, by to be, patience, Yeah exactly, that‟stheword. 

2 And by doing that um we, wetendtoImean,whydon‟twe 

3 think for a while, they might be probably right, you know  

4 whatI‟msaying.Thewaythey are doing it they‟redoing  

5 things, things are going sooth but slowly and they are taking 

6 things really, really slowly, they are not in a hurry to, to, to 

7 finish doing things and that kind of an advantage you know.  

8 You might live longer. ((laugh)) 

Example 85: 

912 AA: 1 Here is very easy for go to U, U, U, USA go to U, UK the  

2 government is, depend for the government. 
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circumlocution in order to transfer the intended meaning and help low proficiency 

participants understand the message being produced.  

On the other hand the Iranian Low proficiency participant employed circumlocution 13 

times (1.60%) which is two times more frequently used than the Arab low proficiency 

participants in the high-low group who used circumlocution 6 times (0.74%). On the 

other hand the Arab high proficiency participant in the high-low group employed 

circumlocution 38 times (4.68%) while the Iranian high proficiency used it 21 times 

(2.59%). Examples 86 and 87 show instances of circumlocution being used in the high-

low group. 

InExample86,StheArabhighproficiencyparticipantusedtheword“outskirts” then 

explained the word at length, probably in order to ensure that the two low proficiency 

interlocutors understood the message. In Example 87, V the Iranian high proficiency 

participantusedtheword“mixed”andinhisnext turnheparaphrasedtheword, most 

probably to guarantee that AA understood the conveyed message. 

 

d. Approximation 

Approximation is an L2-based resource-deficit problem-related strategy, and it is used 

by L2 speakers when they have difficulty in the target language. According to the 

definition given by Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 188) approximation is using a single 

Example 86:  

29 S: 1 But when you go to outskirts, when you go to you know like 

2  [the country side 

 

Example 87: 

736 V: What about the classes in Baghdad, are they mixed? 

737 AA: [Yeah, yeah.] 

738 S: [Yeah, yeah.] 

739 V: Boys and girls or they are separate?  

740 AA: No, no mixed. 
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alternative lexical item or a related term, which shares semantic features with the target 

word or structure. Table 4.15 shows that approximation was used 62 times (6.64%) by 

the high-low participants. The high proficiency Arab and Iranian participants used 

approximation only 9 times (0.11%) while the low proficiency Arab and Iranian 

participants used it 53 times (6.53%). Examples 88 to 90 show the instances where 

approximation was used by the participants in the high-low group.  

Example88showsthat,KtheIranianlowproficiencyparticipantused“poorplace”or

“richplace”inlines1and2torefertothepoor/rich“neighborhoods”.Examples89 and 

90 present situations where AA, the Arab low proficiency participant used the word 

“stay” instead of “sit” and “exactly” instead of “specially”. PerhapsK andAA used

approximation due to the difficulties in their L2 lexical and syntactic resources. 

 

e. Use of all purpose words 

Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 188) state that all purpose words, are extensions of general, 

“empty” lexical items tocontextswherespecificwordsare lackingsuchas theuseof

“thing,stuff,make,do, thingies, what-do-you-call-it”. Results presented in Table 4.15 

indicate that all purpose words CS was used 17 times (2.09%) by participants in the 

high-low group. The Arab high proficiency participant resorted to all purpose words 10 

times (1.23%). He used all purpose words CS more frequently compared to the other 

Example 88: 

22 K: 1 Of course there is rich place, there is a poor place. If you are 

2 going to rich place, yeah of course security is very high. 

Example 89: 

268 AA: 1 For example, sometimes in the class, when they stay together 

2 the international and the local, sometimes the lecture talking  

3 Malay, [or, or, or] Chinese. 

Example 90: 

299 AA: 1 yeah, sometimes, have the:: the dangerous. Exactly in the 

2 night when you take taxi with the Indian, have problems. 
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participants in the high-low group. An instance of the usage of this strategy is presented 

inExample91whereSthehighproficiencyArabparticipantused“thing”twiceinhis

utterance to refer to an exam. 

 

f. Use of similar sounding words 

Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 189) define use of similar sounding words as 

“compensating for a lexical item whose form the speaker is unsure of, with a word

(either existing or non-existing)whichsoundsmoreor less like the target item”.This

CS was hardly used by the participants in the high-low group. Table 4.15 shows that 

only the low proficiency participants employed similar sounding words strategy. The 

Arab low proficiency participant employed this CS 4 times while the Iranian low 

proficiency used it only once. Examples of similar sounding words CS used by 

participants in the high-low group are shown below. 

InExample92,AAtheArablowproficiencyused“citizen”insteadof“season”inline

1, referring to the period of time (summer) when people from the Middle East 

especially, Arab countries come to Malaysia during school holidays. In Malaysia this 

periodiscalled“ArabSeason”.InExample93,KtheIranianlowproficiencyused the 

word“receive”insteadof“arrive”perhapsbecausetheyhaveasimilarsoundending. 

 

Example 92: 

248 AA: 1 Same are you (not clear). In the Arab citizen, you show the 

2 covered in the mallsallbuyingsomethingcozit‟scheaper 

3 than country. 

Example 91: 

390 S: 1 And you have to pass that thing. If you pass that thing after 

2 that then only you start writing your thesis.  
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g. Omission 

DornyeiandScott(1997,p.189)defineomissionas“Leavingagapwhennotknowing

a word and carrying on as if it had been said”.ResultsshowninTable4.15demonstrate

that omission was used by participants in the high-low group 32 times (3.94%). The low 

proficiency Arab and Iranian participants used omission 21 times (2.59%) compared to 

the high proficiency Arab and Iranian participants who used it 11 times (1.35%). 

Speakers usually use this CS in order to maintain the flow of the conversation and 

prevent interruption in conveying a message. Examples 1 and 2 show the situations 

where participants in the high-low group resorted to omission. 

In Example 93, K the Iranian low proficiency participant used omission in line 2 and 4 

when he paused and then continued as if he had said the intended word. In Example 94, 

S the Arab high proficiency participant used omission in line 1 when he paused after 

saying“and”andthencontinuedasifhehadusedtheword. 

 

II. L1-based Resource Deficit-related Strategies 

This section presents the L1-based resource deficit-related direct strategies participants 

in the high-low group employed. Literal translation and code switching are the two CSs 

presented in this part (see Table 4.16). 

Example 93: 

216 K: 1 Weather is very nice, but you know the rain season is not 

2  good, because the road is a (.) the problem is with road, they  

3 are not making road properly, so each rain is coming so they  

4 are really putting, (.) Idon‟ttheexactwordforآسفالت or  

5 something like that, so after that| 

Example 94: 

237 S: 1 Now, they made some like a long liner, lights and (.) That was 

2 one thing, another thing was uh they broke into, this American  

3 professor‟suhapartmentandtheytookhislaptoporwhatever,

4 so| 
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Table 4.16  High-Low Group - Direct Strategies: L1-based Resource Deficit-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

High Proficiency 
Sub Total 

Low Proficiency 
Sub Total 

 

Total 
Iranian Arab Iranian Arab 

V S 
N % 

K AA 
n % 

n % n % n % n % n % 

Literal 

translation 
5 0.61 16 1.97 21 2.59 110 13.56 105 12.94 215 26.51 236 29.10 

Code switching 1 0.12 6 0.74 7 0.86 2 0.24 1 0.12 3 0.37 10 1.23 

 

a. Literal translation 

Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 189) define literal translation as “Translating literally a 

lexical item,anidiom,acompoundwordorstructurefromL1/L3toL2”.Asshowin

Table 4.16 literal translation was the most frequently used CS in the high-low group and 

this strategy was used 236 times (29.10%). In the high-low group the high proficiency 

participants used literal translation 21 times (2.59%) while the low proficiency 

participants used it 215 times (26.51%). Both the Arab and Iranian low proficiency 

participants employed literal translation with a slight difference in the high-low group 

while the Iranian high proficiency participant in the high-low group employed literal 

translation only 5 times (0.61%) which is three times lower than the Arab high 

proficiency participant who used the same CS 16 times (1.97%). Speakers use literal 

translation when they have problems in L2 linguistic resources and therefore constantly 

refer to their L1 when having a conversation in the target language. The following are 

some examples of the literal translation employed by participants in the high-low group. 

Examples 95 and 96 show instances of using literal translation by K, the Iranian low 

proficiency participant.  

InExample95,hedirectlytranslatedtheexpression“eachrainiscoming”inthethird

linefromPersian“ُز باراًی کَ هی آیذ”insteadofsaying“aftereachrainfall”.InExample

96, in thefirst lineheliterallytranslatedthePersianstatement“ ”ها چِار ًفز ُستین اس ٌُذ

into“wearefourfromIndia”,insteadofsaying“therearefourofusfromIndia”. 
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InExample97,AAthe lowproficiencyArabparticipant literally translated“have the

old forty-five” from theArabic expression, “ ”لذیِن خوس ّ اربعیي سٌَ instead of saying

“theyare forty-five”.InExample98,AAliterallytranslatedtheArabicsentence“ لن تفتح

toEnglishwhenhesaid“shedidn‟topentheemail”,”البزیذ االلکتزًّی insteadofsaying

“she didn‟t check her emails”. In Example 99, he used “is very talk” and literally

translatedtheArabicphrase“فی کالم کثیز”insteadofsaying“youtalkalot”or“youare

talkative”. 

 

Example 97: 

943 AA: Five student [have the old] uh forty-five. 

Example 4: 

866 AA: 1 Sometimes she::didn‟topentheemail((laugh)) [you still  

  2 three days, or four days, (not clear), waiting for her.]  

Example 98:  

877 AA: 1 Now,nowissometimesit‟sOK,becausethedepend for the::  

  2 lecture. For the lecture Malay, here when the talking or asking  

  3 something,it‟sO,it‟sOK,Sheanswer,orheanswerforme 

  4 but for the Chinese, no, is very talk,don‟ttalk. 

 

Example 95: 

216 K: 1 Weather is very nice, but you know the rain season is not 

2 good, because theroad is a (.) the problem is with road, they 

3 are not making road properly, so each rain is coming so they  

4 arereallyputting,(.)Idon‟ttheexactwordforآسفالت or  

5 something like that, so after that| 

 

Example 96: 

1087 K: 1 We are four from India, all of us we studied same university in  

  2 India now we are here. Only one of us because he worked in  

  3 Iran for two years in this topic definitely will be finished fast  

  4 for example within one year, he went to two conference. She  

  5 has,sorryhehastwoconferencebutIdon‟thaveanything. 

  6 Only I go to university, come here. 
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b. Code switching 

DornyeiandScott(1997,p.189)definecodeswitchingas“IncludingL1/L3wordswith

L1/L3 pronunciation in L2 speech; this may involve stretches of discourse ranging from 

singlewordstowholechunksandevencompleteturns.”Resultsofthehigh-low group 

shown in Table 4.16 indicate that code switching was seldom used (10 times). The high 

proficiency participants employed code-switching 7 times while the low proficiency 

participants used it only 3 times.TheArab high proficiency speakerwhoused „code

switching‟more frequently than the other participants of the group, code switched to

Bahasa Malaysia 4 times more often than he switched to Arabic. 

B. Own Performance Problem-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

This section presents the L1- or L2-based own performance problem-related strategies, 

a sub-categoryofdirectstrategies(seeDornyeiandScott‟s (1997) taxonomyofCSs).

Table 4.17 shows the own performance problem-related CSs employed by the 

participants in the high-low group.  Each CS will be presented with examples from the 

recordings obtained. 

Table 4.17  High-Low Group - Direct Strategies: Own Performance Problem-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

High Proficiency 
Sub Total 

Low Proficiency 
Sub Total 

 

Total 
Iranian Arab Iranian Arab 

V S 
N % 

K AA 
n % 

n % n % n % n % n % 

Self-repair 15 1.85 25 3.08 40 4.93 22 2.71 27 3.33 49 6.05 89 11 

Self-rephrasing 9 1.11 21 2.59 30 3.70 8 0.98 9 1.11 17 2.10 47 5.80 

 

a. Self-repair 

Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 190) defined self-repair as “Making self-initiated 

corrections in one‟s own speech”. Retrieval is included in self-repair in this study 

according toDornyeiandScott‟s(1997)taxonomyofCSs(see3.5.2).ResultsinTable

4.17 show that participants in the high-low group employed self-repair 89 times. The 
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low proficiency Arab and Iranian participants in the high-low group used self-repair 49 

times (6.05%) while the high proficiency Arab and Iranian participants used it 40 times 

(4.93%). Speakers use self-repair when they are constantly checking their language 

production and are aware of the linguistic problems they might face during the 

conversations. Examples 100 and 101 are illustrations of self-repair used by participants 

in the high-low group. 

In Example 100, K, the low proficiency Iranian participant employed self-repair when 

herepairedtheutterance“willbetire”into“tired”(line4&5).InExample 101, V the 

Iranian high proficiency participant self-repairedwhenhesaid“formewas”and then

correcteditto“itwas”(line1). 

 

b. Self-rephrasing 

Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 190) explain that self-rephrasing means to repeat a term 

already uttered not precisely, but by adding something or using paraphrase. Results 

shown in Table 4.17 indicate that participants in the high-low group used self-

rephrasing 47 times (5.80%). Self-rephrasing was used by high proficiency Arab and 

Iranian participants 30 times (3.70%) while Arab and Iranian low proficiency 

Example 100: 

35 K: 1 But India the people is very good, same as Malaysia but, they  

  2 are very kind, you know they want to talk with you, they are  

  3 like that person. For example if the, they are coming to you  

  4 they want to talk for example ten hours, and they never will be  

  5 tire, tired and also they are Hindu a lot so that is the best thing 

6 in India. India for this type of thing is very nice and also India  

7 was good for me because, two of my family, they lived over  

8 there s, so always I went to their shop and so| 

Example 101: 

 

53 V: 1 For me was, it was the first foreign country, so I have no 

2 experience,I‟veneverlivedanywhereelse,otherthanmy 

3 nativecountry.So,I,Idon‟tknow,Ican‟tcompareitwith 

4 othercountries,butcomparedtomycountryit‟sbetter. 
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participants employed self-rephrasing 17 times (2.10%). It is L1- or L2-based own 

performance problem-related direct strategy which means that subjects refer to this 

strategy when they feel that what is uttered may not be able to convey their intended 

message; therefore they resort to self-rephrasing in order to make their message 

understood by the other interlocutors. Examples where subjects in the high-low 

employed self-rephrasing are presented. 

In Example 102, V the Iranian high proficiency used self-rephrasing CS when he 

rephrased thefirst sentence“Andthey think theyareall rich”withasecondsentence

“they believe the middle-eastern are very rich”. In Example 103, AA the Arab low 

proficiency self-rephrasedseveraltimes.First,hestartedwith“youshouldnow”thenhe

added to the phrase and used the first self-rephrasingwhenhesaid“youshouldhaveif

youwantcontinueMaster‟sorPhD”thenheself-rephrased again andsaid“youshould

have seventy out of one-hundred”. 

 

4.3.3.2 Interactional Strategies 

Dornyei and Scott (1997) define interactional strategies as CSs by which the 

participants cooperatively perform trouble-shooting exchanges. Interactional strategies 

included several sub-categories and are a number of strategies in the modified Dornyei 

andScott‟s(1997)taxonomyofCSsemployedinthisstudy. 

Example 102: 

253 V: 1 And they think they are all very rich, they believe the  

2 middle-eastern are very rich. 

Example 103: 

449 AA: 1 yeah (8.0) and you should now, you should have if you want  

  2 continue,Master‟sorPhD,youshouldhaveseventyoutof 

  3 one-hundred 
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A. Resource Deficit-related Strategie 

Table 4.18 presents the number and types of resource deficit-related interactional 

strategies employed in the high-low group. 

Table 4.18  High-Low Group - Interactional Strategies: Resource Deficit-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

High Proficiency Sub 

Total 

Low Proficiency Sub 

Total 

 

Total 
Iranian Arab Iranian Arab 

V S 
n % 

K AA 
n % 

n % n % n % n % n % 

Indirect appeal 

for help 
1 0.12 0 0 1 0.12 2 0.24 0 0 2 0.24 3 3.36 

 

a. Indirect appeal for help 

DornyeiandScott(1997,p.191)defineindirectappealforhelpas“Tryingtoelicithelp

from the interlocutor indirectly by expressing lack of a needed L2 item either verbally 

ornonverbally”.Theonly3instancesofindirectappealforhelpinthehigh-low group 

were used by the Iranian participants of this group (see Table 4.18). Example 104 shows 

the employment of indirect appeal for help in the high-low group. 

In Example 104, K the Iranian low proficiency, appealed for help in line 4, when he said 

“Idon‟tknowtheexactwordfor(asphalt)” 

 

B. Own-performance Problem-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

The second sub-category of interactional strategies includes L1- or L2-based own-

performance problem-related strategies. Table 4.19 presents the own-performance 

problem-related interactional strategies participants in the high-low group used. 

Example 104: 

216 K: 1 Weather is very nice, but you know the rain season is not 

2 good, because the road is a (.) the problem is with road, they  

3 are not making road properly, so each rain is coming so they  

4 are really putting, (.) Idon‟ttheexactwordforآسفالت “asphalt” 

5 or something like that, so after that| 
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Table 4.19  High-Low Group Interactional Strategies: Own-performance Problem-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

High Proficiency Sub 

Total 

Low Proficiency Sub 

Total 

 

Total Iranian Arab Iranian Arab 

V S 
n % 

K AA 
n % 

n % n % n % n % n % 

Comprehension

-check 
0 0 13 1.60 13 1.60 0 0 3 0.37 3 0.37 16 1.97 

 

a. Comprehension-check 

DornyeiandScott(1997,p.192)definecomprehensioncheckas“askingquestionsto

checkthattheinterlocutorunderstands”.Table4.19shows,onlythe Arab subjects (both 

high and low proficiency) employed comprehension-check. The Arab high proficiency 

used comprehension-check 13 times (1.60%) while the low proficiency Arab participant 

used it only 3 times (0.37%). Example 105 shows an instance of using comprehension-

checkbyS,theArabhighproficiencywherehesaid“DoyouknowwhatImean?”. 

 

C. Other-performance Problem-related Strategies: L1- or L2-based 

L1- or L2-based other-performance problem-related strategies make up the third sub-

category of interactional strategies. Table 4.20 presents the different types of „other-

performance problem-related strategies‟ employedby the participants of the high-low 

group. 

  

Example 105: 

 

256 S: I will conclude that (not clear) to survive, so not all Arab countries  

have oil and not all Arab countries (.) is like you know (.) can really 

afford (.) to, to come like you know two times or three times a year to 

Malaysia, and spend (.) but I think that to some reason maybe 

Iranians, they are more than Arabs in terms of coming here settling 

down here, opening their own business. But the number of people 

who are doing, like non (.) Iranian people who are doing business in 

Malaysia is comparatively you know higher than or, or bigger than the 

Arab people who are doing business in Malaysia. Do you know what I 

mean? 
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Table 4.20  High-Low Group Interactional Strategies: Other-performance Problem-related 

Communication 

Strategy 

High Proficiency 
Sub Total 

Low Proficiency Sub 

Total 

 

Total Iranian Arab Iranian Arab 

V S 
n % 

K AA 
n % 

n % n % n % n % n % 

Asking for 

repetition 
1 0.12 0 0 1 0.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.12 

Asking for 

clarification 
4 0.49 2 0.24 6 0.74 0 0 9 1.11 9 1.11 16 1.85 

Asking for 

confirmation 
7 0.86 7 0.86 14 1.72 2 0.24 3 0.37 5 0.61 19 2.33 

Response 4 0.24 6 0.74 10 1.23 2 0.24 7 0.86 9 1.11 19 2.04 

 

a. Asking for repetition 

Asking for repetition, a sub-category of the other-performance problem-related 

interactional strategies is used when there is a problem in the language production of the 

interlocutor. Dornyei and Scott(1997,p.191)defineaskingforrepetitionas“requesting

repetitionwhennothearingorunderstandingsomethingproperly”.Theresultsshownin

Table 4.20 indicate that asking for repetition was used only once by an Iranian high 

proficiency participant in the high-low group.  

b. Asking for clarification 

Asking for clarification, another sub-category of the other-performance problem-related 

interactional strategies is defined by Dornyei and Scott (1997, p. 191) as to request 

explanation of an unfamiliar meaning structure. Similar to the previous CS asking for 

clarificationisemployedwhenthereisaproblemintheinterlocutor‟sutterance.Table

4.20 shows that participants in the high-low group used asking for clarification 15 times 

(0.85%). The following example is an instance of using asking for clarification in high-

low group. In Example 106, V, the Iranian high proficiency participant asked for 

clarification in line 1077. 
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c. Asking for confirmation 

Asking for confirmation, another sub-category of other-performance problem-related 

interactionalstrategiesis“requestingconfirmationthatcomprehensionwasaccurateand

repeatingthemessageina„questionrepeat‟oraskingafullquestion”asDornyeiand

Scott (1997, p. 191) define. Table 4.20 shows that participants in the high-low group 

employed asking for confirmation 19 times (2.33%). Both high proficiency Arab and 

Iranian participants in the high-low group equally used asking for confirmation. They 

used it 14 times (1.72%) which is more frequently than the low proficiency participants 

who used it only 5 times (0.61%). An example of asking for confirmation is presented 

below.  

In Example 107, V, the high proficiency participant asked for confirmation in line 1079 

when he said“Here?”toensurethathewasabletounderstandthespeaker‟smessage.In

line1081heaskedforconfirmationagainwhenhesaid“InUM?”tomakesurethathe

was able to understand AA, the Arab low proficiency speaker, correctly. 

 

Example 107: 

1074 AA: Fourteen years, fourteen to ten years. 

1075 V: What? 

1076 AA: For uh the time for PhD. 

1077 V: Ten years? 

1078 AA: Yeah. 

1079 V: Here? 

1080 AA: Yeah, I know some supervisor finish for uh for PhD for eight half  

years, now in UM. 

1081 V: In UM? 

1082 AA: Yeah and now for the UM teacher| 

Example 106: 

1074 AA: Fourteen years, fourteen to ten years. 

1075 V: What? 

1076 AA: For uh the time for PhD. 

1077 V: Ten years? 

1078 AA: Yeah. 
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d. Response 

Response a sub-category of other-performance problem-related interactional strategy 

includesallthedifferenttypesofresponseswhichareincludedinDorneyiandScott‟s

(1977) and are collated in one category in this study (see 3.5.2). Therefore, response can 

be defined as repeating, rephrasing or confirming the original trigger or the suggested 

form or providing other-initiated self-repair. Table 4.20 shows that participants in the 

high-low group used response 19 times (2.04%) in their conversations. Both the Arab 

and Iranian high proficiency participants employed response 10 times (1.23%) and Arab 

and Iranian low proficiency participants employed it 9 times (1.11%). An instance of 

response used in the high-high group follow. 

In Example 108, AA the low proficiency Arab used response in line 991 when he 

repeated what V uttered in line 990. 

 

Both Arab and Iranian high proficiency participants did not use the CSs own-accuracy 

check and similar sounding words. On the other hand the Arab high proficiency 

participant in the high-low group did not employ indirect appeal for help and asking for 

repetition while the Iranian high proficiency participant in the high-low group did not 

use message abandonment and comprehension-check. Both Arab and Iranian low 

proficiency participants did not use own-accuracy check. On the other hand the Arab 

low proficiency participant in the high-low group did not employ indirect appeal for 

help and asking for repetition while the Iranian low proficiency participants in the high-

Example 108: 

989 AA: But I think just for the UM. Yes see another university, for one year 

and half is finished the master. For US uh M. 

990 V: USM. 

991 AA: USM and UPM. 

992 K: UPM [is not like UM. You have to pass the course at first that is very 

nice.] 
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low group did not use comprehension-check, asking for repetition and asking for 

clarification. This means Arab low proficiency participants employed 17 types of CSs in 

high-low group while Iranian low proficiency participants in high-low group used 16 

types of CSs. 

In this chapter the CSs employed by participants in the high-high, the low-low and the 

high-low groups have been discussed using a modified form of Dornyei and Scott‟s

(1997) taxonomy.  

4.4  Overview 

In this section the overall number of type and frequency of CSs employed as well as the 

most frequently used CSs by the Arab and Iranian participants in high-high, low-low 

and high-low groups will be presented.  

4.4.1 Communication Strategies in Different Proficiency Groups  

The low proficiency group used CSs most frequently compared to the two other groups 

in this study as presented in table 4.21. 

Table 4.21  Number of CSs Used in Each Group 

Proficiency 

Group 

Total number 

of CSs used 

% 

High-high 523 20.99% 

Low-low 1160 46.56% 

High-low 808 32.43% 

 

Figure 4.2 shows that participants in the high-high group used 20.99% of the total CSs 

used by the participants in this study, which is the minimum percentage of the CSs used 

by the participants in the three proficiency groups. The highest number of CSs was used 

by the participants in the low-low group. They employed 46.56% of the total number of 

CSs while the high-low group employed 32.43% of the total number of CSs used.  
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Figure 4.2 Percentage of CSs Used in Each Group 

4.4.2 Most Frequently Used Communication Strategies in Each Proficiency Group 

The second research question is concerned with the most frequently used CSs in each 

proficiency group i.e. the high-high, low-low and high-low group (see 4.1). The results 

of the six most frequently used CSs in different groups will be presented.  

4.4.2.1 Most Frequently Used Communication Strategies in the High-High Group 

The high-high group results show that they used code switching (19.80%), self-repair 

(17.29%) and literal translation (16.93%) more frequently than the other CSs (see Table 

4.22). Both Arab and Iranian speakers switched to Arabic. Iranian participants switched 

to Arabic 21 times while Arab participants switched to Arabic 40 times. As explained 

earlier in 3.2.2, Iranians learn Arabic starting from grade six in school education. In 

addition to Arabic the Iranian participants switched to Persian 31 times. An interesting 

result is that the participants in this group also switched to Bahasa Malaysia (the 

national languageofMalaysia)10 times. It appears that theyhave learnedMalaysia‟s

national language not only because they took part in the compulsory course for Bahasa 

Malaysia in the University of Malaya, but also because they had stayed in Malaysia for 

some time (see 3.2.2). Other CSs such as message reduction (12.70%), circumlocution 

(5.98%) and omission (5%) were also used (see Figure 4.3). 

47%

32%

21%

Low-low

High-low

High-high 
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Table 4.22  High-High Group: Most Frequently Used Communication Strategies 

         *A = Arabic, BM = Bahasa Malaysia, P = Persian 

When comparing the Arab and Iranian students Figure 4.3 shows that the Arab 

participants in the high-high group used literal translation (10.19%) and message 

reduction (7.70%) more frequently than the Iranian participants in the same group who 

used them 6.73% and 5% respectively. On the other hand Iranian participants used code 

switching (11.15%) more frequently than the Arab participants (8.65%). 

 

Figure 4.3 High-High Group - Most Frequently Used Communication Strategies 
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11.15 
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8.65 103 19.80 A = 21 

BM = 6 

P = 31 

A = 40 
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Self-repair 48 9.22 42 8.07 90 17.29 

Literal translation 35 6.73 53 10.19 88 16.93 

Message reduction 26 5 40 7.70 66 12.70 

Circumlocution 17 3.27 14 2.70 31 5.98 

Omission 18 3.46 8 1.84 26 5 
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4.4.2.2 Most Frequently Used Communication Strategies in the Low-Low Group 

In reference to the second research question, more detailed results in Table 4.23 show 

that subjects in the low-low group used literal translation (27.19%), self-repair (18.41%) 

and message reduction (15.85%) more frequently compared to the other CSs. They also 

used circumlocution (6.02%), approximation (4.99%) and omission (4.38%). 

Table 4.23  Low-Low Group: Most Frequently Used Communication Strategies 

Communication 

Strategy Iranian % Arab % Total % 

Literal translation 114 9.81 202 17.38 316 27.19 

Self-repair 99 8.52 115 9.89 214 18.41 

Message reduction 67 5.77 117 10.06  184  15.85 

Circumlocution 47 4.05 23 1.98 70 6.02 

Approximation 27 2.32 31 2.66 58 4.99 

Omission 25 2.14 26 2.23 51 4.38 

 

Literal translation (17.38) and message reduction (10.06) were used two times more 

frequently by the Arab subjects in the low-low group compared to the Iranian 

participants (see Figure 4.4). On the other hand Iranian participants in the same group 

employed circumlocution (4.05%), about two times more frequently than the Arab 

participants (1.98%). 

 

Figure 4.4 Low-Low Group: Most frequently Used Communication Strategies 
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4.4.2.3 Most Frequently Used Communication Strategies in the High-Low Group 

Results show that the high-low group used literal translation (29.10%), message 

reduction (18.50%) and self-repair (11%) were the most frequently used strategies (see 

Table 4.24). 

Table 4.24  High-Low Proficiency Group: Most Frequently Used Communication 

Strategies 

 

Figure 4.5 shows that both the Arab and Iranian low proficiency participants in the 

high-low group used literal translation excessively (26.51%). They also used message 

reduction (12.83%) and Approximation (6.53%). Moreover, circumlocution was used 

more frequently (7.27%) by the high proficiency Arab and Iranian participants 

compared to the low proficiency participants in the same group who used 

circumlocution (2.34%). Message reduction was employed more frequently by both 

high and low proficiency Arab participants in the high-low group compared to the 

Iranian participants with a similar level of proficiency in English (see Figure 4.5). 

 

Communication 

strategy 

High proficiency Subtotal Low proficiency Subtotal 

Total % Iranian Arab 
n % 

Iranian Arab 
n % 

n % n % n % n % 

Literal 

translation 
5 0.62 16 1.97 21 2.59 110 13.56 105 12.94 215 26.51 236 29.1 

Message 

reduction 
7 0.83 39 4.80 46 5.67 29 3.57 75 9.24 104 12.83 150 18.5 

Self-repair 15 1.84 25 3.08 40 4.94 22 2.71 27 3.33 49 6.05 89 11 

Circumlocution 21 2.59 38 4.68 59 7.27 13 1.60 6 0.74 19 2.34 78 9.61 

Approximation 2 0.24 7 0.83 9 0.11 22 2.71 31 3.82 53 6.53 62 6.64 

Self-rephrasing 9 1.11 21 2.59 30 3.70 8 0.98 9 1.11 17 2.10 47 5.80 
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Figure 4.5 High-Low Group-Most Frequently Used CSs 

 

4.4.3 Comparison of the Total Number of Most Frequently Used Communication 

Strategies 

The most frequently used CS according to the total number of CSs employed by the 

participants of the three groups in this study is literal translation (25.70%) which was 

highly employed by the low proficiency speakers. Message reduction (16.06%) is the 

second most frequently used CS in this study. Self-repair, circumlocution, 

approximation and omission were employed 15.78%, 7.18%, 4.81% and 3.09% 

respectively. Other CSs in this study were used 27.37% (see Table 4.25). 

Table 4.25  Total Number of Communication Strategies Used 

Communication 

Strategy 
Total % 

Literal translation 640 25.70% 

Message reduction 400 16.06% 

Self-repair 393 15.78% 

Circumlocution 179 7.18% 

Approximation 120 4.81% 

Omission 77 3.09% 

Other CSs 682 27.37% 

 

In a comparison of the most frequently used CSs between the high proficiency 

participants in the high-low group and the high-high group, results show that with the 

exception of message reduction and circumlocution all the other CSs were used more 
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frequently by the high-high group (see Figure 4.6). This is different from Ismail‟s

(2004) results as well as the expectations made earlier in this study (see 2.5.2).  

As for circumlocution, the high proficiency participants in the high-low group used this 

strategy three times more frequently than the high-high group. This use of 

circumlocution was also seen in Ismail‟s (2004) study and suggests that high 

proficiency participants made maximum effort to transfer their intended message to 

their low proficiency interlocutors.  

 

Figure 4.6 Comparison of the Most Frequently Used Communication Strategies by the High 

Proficiency Participants in the High-Low and the High-High Groups 

 

Figure 4.7 shows the most frequently CSs the low proficiency participants in the high-

low group used compared to the CSs used in the low-low group. It is apparent that only 

self-repair and circumlocution were more frequently used by the low-low group. 

Similarly in Ismail‟s (2004) study the low proficiency participants in the high-low 

group used more CSs compared to the low-low group. 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of the Most Frequently Used Communication Strategies by the Low 

Proficiency Participants in the High-Low and the Low-Low Groups 

In a comparison of direct and interactional strategies used in the three groups i.e. high-

high, low-low and high-low, the results shown in Figure 4.8 indicate that all proficiency 

groups used direct strategies more than interactional strategies. This is different from 

theresultsobtainedinIsmail‟s(2004)study. 

 

Figure 4.8 Direct and Interactional Strategies Used in Different Proficiency Groups 

 

It was expected that the high proficiency participants in the high-low group would use 

more CSs compared to the high-high group but on the results showed that the 

participants in the high-high group used more CSs compared to the high proficiency 

participant in the high-low group. 
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Finally, in a comparison between the three groups i.e. high-high, low-low and high-low 

based on the based on the participants‟ ethnicity, it can be seen that the Arab

participants have used literal translation and message reduction more frequently 

compared to the Iranian participants in all three groups. However, since only two types 

of the CSs are involved in this result, it does not indicate that ethnicity has affected the 

use of CSs. Ethnicity does not in any definitive way affect the number and types of CSs 

used. Instead it appears that proficiency levels and groups in which the participants are 

positioned affect the number and types of CSs used.  

4.5  Statistical Analysis 

This section will present the relationship between language proficiency and the types of 

CSs used. In this respect, t-tests used to determine significant differences in the CSs 

used with participants of differing levels of proficiency as well as correlation 

coefficients used to verify the relationship between CSs used and different English 

proficiency levels will be presented (see Appendix D).  

4.5.1 T-test Analysis 

In order to determine significant differences in the CSs used with participants of high 

and low proficiency, the percentage of CSs used by three different proficiency groups 

(high-high, high-low and low-low) were analysed using SPSS software (see Appendix 

D). In this analysis when p-value is greater than 0.05 it shows that there is no evidence 

to reject null hypothesis. Therefore, in order to accept the null hypothesis all p-values 

must be greater than 0.05 (p > 0.05) and simultaneously all t-statistics must be less than 

t-critical (t-critical > t-statistic).  

Table 4.26 shows the t-test results derived from the data collected in this study. The 

table shows the significant differences in the CSs with participants of different ethnicity 

(Arab & Iranian) as well as different English proficiency levels (high & low). 
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Table 4.26  Significant differences in the use of CSs with high & low proficiency levels 

Communication 

Strategy 

Critical T-

Value 
Factor 

T-

Statistic 
P-Value Conclusion 

Message 

abandonment 
4.303 

Ethnicity 1.877 0.201322 
No evidence to reject null 
hypothesis 

Proficiency 0.402 0.726575 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Message 

reduction 
4.303 

Ethnicity 3.118 0.089297 
No evidence to reject null 
hypothesis 

Proficiency 0.264 0.816494 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Circumlocution 4.303 
Ethnicity 0.418 0.716551 

No evidence to reject null 
hypothesis 

Proficiency 4.724 0.042007 Null Hypothesis is rejected 

Approximation 4.303 
Ethnicity 0.667 0.573424 

No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Proficiency 2.994 0.095796 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Use of all purpose 

words 
4.303 

Ethnicity 0.392 0.732886 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Proficiency 5.085 0.036566 Null Hypothesis is rejected 

Word coinage 4.303 
Ethnicity 1.000 0.422650 

No evidence to reject null 
hypothesis 

Proficiency 1.000 0.422650 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Use of similar 

sounding words 
4.303 

Ethnicity 1.807 0.212503 
No evidence to reject null 
hypothesis 

Proficiency 0.646 0.584505 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Omission 4.303 
Ethnicity 0.402 0.726575 

No evidence to reject null 
hypothesis 

Proficiency 0.462 0.689467 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Literal translation 4.303 
Ethnicity 1.124 0.377796 

No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Proficiency 1.398 0.296982 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Code switching 4.303 
Ethnicity 0.070 0.950563 

No evidence to reject null 
hypothesis 

Proficiency 9.226 0.011545 Null Hypothesis is rejected 

Self-repair 4.303 
Ethnicity 1.230 0.343746 

No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Proficiency 0.598 0.610537 
No evidence to reject null 
hypothesis 

Self-rephrasing 4.303 
Ethnicity 0.597 0.611090 

No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Proficiency 3.213 0.084737 
No evidence to reject null 
hypothesis 

Direct appeal for 

help 
4.303 

Ethnicity 0.497 0.668446 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Proficiency 2.152 0.164302 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Indirect appeal 

for help 
4.303 

Ethnicity 1.358 0.307374 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Proficiency 0.020 0.985859 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

Comprehension-

check 
4.303 

Ethnicity 55.571 0.000324 Null Hypothesis is rejected 

Proficiency 0.025 0.982325 
No evidence to reject null 

hypothesis 

The results of the t-tests used for each CS are as follows. 

4.5.1.1 Message abandonment 

Table 4.26 shows that the significance of message abandonment with language 

proficiency is p = 0.726. Theoretically, this means that proficiency has no significant 
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effect on the use of message abandonment. In addition even ethnicity has no significant 

effect on the use of message abandonment (p = 0.201). 

4.5.1.2 Message reduction 

In this CS the significant difference with proficiency is p = 0.816 which indicates that 

proficiency has no significant effect on the use of message reduction (see Table 4.26). 

However, the p-value for proficiency is greater than the p-value for ethnicity (p = 0.089) 

which indicates that ethnicity has a greater effect on the use of message reduction. 

4.5.1.3 Circumlocution 

Table 4.26 shows that the p-value for proficiency in circumlocution is p = 0.042. In this 

case p < 0.05 indicates that the null hypothesis is rejected. This means that proficiency 

affects the use of circumlocution. 

4.5.1.4 Approximation 

The p-value for proficiency in approximation is p = 0.095 while the p-value for 

ethnicity is p = 0.573 which indicates that neither proficiency nor ethnicity have any 

significant effect on the use of approximation (see Table 4.26). 

4.5.1.5 Use of all purpose words 

In the use of all purpose words, the p-value for proficiency is p = 0.036 which means 

proficiency has a significant effect on the use of this CS while ethnicity (p = 0.732) has 

no significant effect on the use of all purpose words (see Table 4.26). 

4.5.1.6 Word coinage 

Table 4.26 shows that the p-value for both proficiency and ethnicity in word coinage is 

p = 0.422 which indicates that neither proficiency nor ethnicity have any significant 

effect on the use of word coinage. 
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4.5.1.7 Use of similar sounding words 

In the use of similar sounding words, the p-value for proficiency is p = 0.584 which 

means proficiency has no significant effect on the use of this CS. Similarly, ethnicity (p 

= 0.212) has no significant effect on the use of all purpose words (see Table 4.26). 

4.5.1.8 Omission 

Table 4.26 shows that the p-value for proficiency in omission is p = 0.689 which 

indicates that proficiency has no significant effect on the use of omission. The p-value 

for ethnicity is p = 0.726 which indicates that there is no significant effect of ethnicity 

on the use of omission. 

4.5.1.9 Literal translation 

The p-value for proficiency in literal translation is p = 0.296 while the p-value for 

ethnicity is p = 0.377 which indicates that neither proficiency nor ethnicity have any 

significant effect on the use of literal translation (see Table 4.26). 

4.5.1.10 Code switching 

Table 4.26 shows that the p-value for proficiency in code switching is p = 0.011. In this 

case p < 0.05 which indicates that the null hypothesis is rejected. This means that 

proficiency affects the use of code switching. The p-value for ethnicity in code 

switching is p = 0.950 indicates that there is no significant effect of ethnicity on the use 

of code switching.  

4.5.1.11 Self-repair 

Table 4.26 show that neither proficiency (p = 0.610) nor ethnicity (p = 0.343) have any 

significant effect on the use of self-repair. 
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4.5.1.12 Self-rephrasing 

The p-value for proficiency in self-rephrasing is p = 0.084 while the p-value for 

ethnicity is p = 0.611. They both show that there is no significant effect on the use of 

self-rephrasing for proficiency and ethnicity but it also shows that proficiency has a 

greater influence on the use of self-rephrasing. 

4.5.1.13 Direct appeal for help 

In direct appeal for help the p-value for proficiency is p = 0.164, which means that 

proficiency has no significant effect on the use of direct appeal for help. On the other 

hand the p-value for ethnicity is p = 0.668. This also shows that ethnicity has no 

significant effect on the use of direct appeal for help (see Table 4.26). 

4.5.1.14 Indirect appeal for help 

Table 4.26 shows that the p-value for proficiency in indirect appeal for help is p = 

0.985. This indicates that proficiency has no significant effect on the use of indirect 

appeal for help. The p-value for ethnicity (p = 0.307) also shows that there is no 

significant effect of ethnicity on the use of this CS. 

4.5.1.15 Comprehension-check 

In comprehension-check the p-value for proficiency is p = 0.982 which shows that 

proficiency has no significant effect on the use of comprehension-check, while the p-

value for ethnicity is p = 0.0003. In this case p < 0.05 rejects the null hypothesis and 

indicates that ethnicity influences the use of comprehension-check (see Table 4.26). 

4.5.1.16 Own-accuracy check 

The p-value for both proficiency and ethnicity in own-accuracy check is p = 0.422 

which indicates that neither proficiency nor ethnicity have any significant effect on the 

use of own-accuracy check (see Table 4.26). 
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4.5.1.17 Asking for repetition 

In asking for repetition the p-value for proficiency is p = 0.170 while the p-value for 

ethnicity is p = 0.533. Both figures indicate that both proficiency and ethnicity have no 

significant effect on the use of asking for repetition (see Table 2.26). 

4.5.1.18 Asking for clarification 

As shown in Table 4.26 the p-value for proficiency in asking for clarification is p= 

0.036 which indicates that proficiency has a significant effect on the use of asking for 

clarification since p < 0.05. On the other hand ethnicity (p = 0.741) does not influence 

the use of asking for clarification. 

4.5.1.19 Asking for confirmation 

In asking for confirmation the p-value for proficiency is p = 0.262 while the p-value for 

ethnicity is p = 0.797. Both figures indicate that neither proficiency nor ethnicity have 

any significant effect on the use of asking for confirmation (see Table 4.26). 

4.5.1.20 Response 

The p-value for proficiency in response is p = 0.452 while it is p = 0.756 for ethnicity. 

This indicates that both p-values reject the null hypothesis and they have no significant 

effect on the use of response (see Table 4.26). 

This section presented the significant differences in the CSs used with participants of 

high and low proficiency, the percentage of CSs used by three different proficiency 

groups (high-high, high-low and low-low) were analysed using SPSS software. T-test 

results derived from the data collected were discussed. 
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4.5.2 Correlation Coefficient 

Correlation Coefficient was used in the data analysis for the current study to establish 

the linear relationship between language proficiency and types of CSs used. In other 

words it shows the linear relationship between English language proficiency and 

percentage of CSs used. Ethnicity is a discrete variable and percentage of the usage of a 

CS is a continuous variable, therefore it is impossible to find the linearity between these 

two variables. However between the proficiency and percentage of the usage of a CS it 

is possible to find the linearity since both are two continuous variables. Correlation 

Coefficient in this study is shown as „r‟ and the following equation shows that:-               

    𝑟 =
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑋,𝑌)

𝑆𝑥×𝑆𝑦
     ↔       −1 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1 

r=1incaseofanincreasinglinearrelationship,r=−1incaseofadecreasinglinear

relationship, and some value between -1 and 1 in all other cases, indicates the degree 

of linear dependence betweenthevariables.Thecloserthecoefficientistoeither−1or

1, the stronger the correlation is between the variables. If the variables are independent, 

𝑟 is 0, but the opposite is not true because the correlation coefficient detects only linear 

dependencies between two variables. The correlation coefficient in this study is shown 

in Table 2.27. 
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Table 4.27  Correlation Coefficient of Proficiency with Communication Strategies 

Communication Strategy Correlation Coefficient 

Message abandonment 0.21 

Message reduction -0.14 

Circumlocution 0.72 

Approximation -0.68 

Use of all purpose words 0.72 

Word coinage 0.43 

Use of similar sounding words 0.31 

Omission 0.23 

Literal translation -0.53 

Code switching 0.74 

Self-repair 0.29 

Self-rephrasing 0.69 

Direct appeal for help 0.63 

Indirect appeal for help 0.01 

Comprehension-check 0.01 

Own-accuracy check 0.43 

Asking for repetition 0.62 

Asking for clarification -0.72 

Asking for confirmation 0.55 

Response 0.41 

 

The relationship between language proficiency and types of CSs used will be discussed 

as follows. 

4.5.2.1 Message abandonment 

Table 4.27 shows that the coefficient of proficiency in message abandonment is r = 0.21 

which is closer to the number 1(−1 ≤ 0.21 ≤ 1). This indicates that there is a slight 

positive linear correlation between language proficiency and the use of message 

abandonment. In other words, with the increase of proficiency the use of message 

abandonment has slightly increased. 

4.5.2.2 Message reduction 

In message reduction the coefficient of proficiency as shown in Table 4.27 is r = -0.14 

which indicates that the correlation between language proficiency and the use of 
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message reduction is negative. That means with the increment of language proficiency 

the use of message reduction has slightly decreased.  

4.5.2.3 Circumlocution 

The coefficient of proficiency in circumlocution shown in Table 2.27 is r = 0.72 which 

indicates a sharp positive correlation between language proficiency and circumlocution. 

The number indicates that with the increment of language proficiency the use of 

circumlocution has highly increased. 

4.5.2.4 Approximation 

Table 4.27 shows that proficiency coefficient is r = -0.68 which means that there is a 

sharp negative correlations between language proficiency and approximation. In other 

words, the higher language proficiency is the less approximation is used. 

4.5.2.5 Use of all purpose words 

In the use of all purpose words Table 2.27 shows that the coefficient of proficiency is r 

= 0.72 which indicates that there is a positive correlation between language proficiency 

and the use of this CS. In other words with the increment of language proficiency the 

use of all purpose words has highly increased. 

4.5.2.6 Word coinage 

In word coinage the coefficient for proficiency is r = 0.43 which shows that there is a 

positive correlation between language proficiency and the use of word coinage. In other 

words, with the increment of language proficiency the use of word coinage has slightly 

increased (see Table 2.27). 

4.5.2.7 Use of similar sounding words 

In use of similar sounding words there is a positive correlation between language 

proficiency and this CS, because the coefficient of proficiency as shown in Table 2.27 is 
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r = 0.31 which means that with the increment of language proficiency use of similar 

sounding words has slightly increased.  

4.5.2.8 Omission 

Table 2.27 shows that the coefficient of proficiency in omission is r = 0.23 which 

indicates a positive correlations between language proficiency and omission. It signifies 

that with the increment of language proficiency there is a slight linear increase in the 

use of omission. 

4.5.2.9 Literal translation 

The coefficient of proficiency in literal translation (r = -0.53) shown in Table 2.27 

indicates that there is a negative correlation between language proficiency and literal 

translation. In other words, with the increment of proficiency the use of literal 

translation has decreased. 

4.5.2.10 Code switching 

In code switching the coefficient of proficiency (r = 0.74) shows a positive correlation 

between language proficiency and code switching. In other words, there is a great 

increase in the use of code switching with the increment of language proficiency (see 

Table 2.27). 

4.5.2.11 Self-repair 

In self-repair the coefficient of proficiency (r = 0.29) does not show a great correlation 

between proficiency and the use of self-repair. In other words, with the increase of 

proficiency the use of self-repair has slightly increased (see Table 2.27). 

4.5.2.12 Self-rephrasing 

Table 2.27 shows that the coefficient of proficiency in self-rephrasing is r = 0.69 which 

signifies that there is a positive correlation between language proficiency and the use of 
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self-rephrasing. In other words, with the increment of language proficiency the use of 

self-rephrasing has highly increased. 

4.5.2.13 Direct appeal for help 

Table 2.27 shows that there is a positive correlation between language proficiency and 

the use of direct appeal for help. Because the coefficient shown is r = 0.63 which shows 

that with the increment of language proficiency the use of direct appeal for help has 

increased. 

4.5.2.14 Indirect appeal for help 

In this CS the coefficient of proficiency is r = 0.01 as shown in Table 2.27 which shows 

a very weak positive correlation between language proficiency and the use of indirect 

appeal for help. 

4.5.2.15 Comprehension-check 

Comprehension-check is a CS which shows a very weak positive correlation with 

language proficiency as shown in Table 2.27. The coefficient of proficiency in 

comprehension-check is r = 0.01 which shows there is very little increase in the use of 

this CS with the increase of language proficiency. 

4.5.2.16 Own-accuracy check 

Table 4.27 shows that the coefficient of proficiency in own-accuracy check is r = 0.43 

which indicates that there is a narrow correlation between language proficiency and the 

use of this CS. In other words with the increase of language proficiency the use of own-

accuracy check has increased. 

4.5.2.17 Asking for repetition 

In asking for repetition the coefficient of proficiency is r = 0.62 as shown in Table 2.27 

which indicates that there is a good positive relationship between language proficiency 
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and use of asking for repetition. The higher language proficiency is the more asking for 

repetition is used.  

4.5.2.18 Asking for clarification 

Asking for clarification shows a highly negative correlation with language proficiency. 

As shown in Table 2.27 the coefficient of proficiency in asking for clarification is r = -

0.72 which indicates, with the increase of language proficiency the use of asking for 

clarification has highly decreased. 

4.5.2.19 Asking for confirmation 

Table 2.27 shows that the coefficient of proficiency in asking for confirmation is r = 

0.55 which indicates that there is a positive correlation between language proficiency 

and the use of asking for confirmation. The higher language proficiency is the more 

asking for confirmation is used. 

4.5.2.20 Response 

In response it is shown that there is a positive correlation between language proficiency 

and the use of this CS. The coefficient of proficiency in response is r = 0.41 which 

indicates that with the increment of language proficiency the use of response has 

slightly increased. 

This section presented the correlation coefficient used in the data analysis for the 

current study to establish the linear relationship between language proficiency and types 

of CSs used. In other words it shows the linear relationship between English language 

proficiency and percentage of CSs used.  

4.6  Conclusion 

In order to show the relationship between language proficiency and types of CSs used, 

the percentages of CSs used by three proficiency groups (high-high, high-low and low-
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low) were analysed by using SPSS software.  T-tests were employed to determine 

significance differences in the CSs used with participants of differing levels of 

proficiency and ethnicity. Moreover, correlation coefficients were used to verify the 

relationship between the use of CSs and English proficiency levels. As a result, it was 

determined that proficiency affects the use of CSs not ethnicity. This result is in tandem 

with the results derived from the simple frequency count and its analysis. 

The final chapter will provide a summary of the results and make recommendations for 

future studies. 

  


